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0. InMan 
I.& s be 8 ~emigro~p and 04 ES. We define a-4 if we can solve xu>p =bi and 
sbt =a] for some X&SJ E S1 and same positive integers i and j. ‘--’ is called the 
archimedean relation on S. The archimedean relation arises naturally in the theory 
of abstract semigroups [13,1,14,7,12,8]. In this paper we continue from [9] the 
detailed study of the archimedean relation and the corresponding raph on the free 
semigroup CF. In Section 2, we generalize some results of 19) on irreducible sequen- 
ces and polygons. Since the graph (9, -) contains the countably infinite complete 
graph as an induced subgraph, it is trivial that a connected graph is a subgraph of 
W -) if and only if it is at most countable. So induced subgraphs of (9, -- ) are 
the correct;, non-trivial things to study. In [9] we showed that any polygon is an in- 
duced subgraph ofany free semigroup on more than one letter. Based on this, John 
Rhodes posed to the author the question of whether every finite graph is an induced 
subgraph of some free semigroup. In Section 4, we give an example of a finite, astro- 
nomically large graph which is not an induced subgraph of any free semigroup. The: 
proof, at least at this stage of development of the theory, is very difficult. In Section 
3, we that as far as studying induced subgraphs goes, the number of letters of the 
free semigroup makes no difference as long as it is finite and greater than I. CM course, 
semigroup makes no difference as long as it is finite and greater than 1. Of course, 
fOf other questions the number of letters d s matter. In Section 5 we study the 
archimedean relation via equations in the free semigroup. The very complicated 
nature of the archimedean relation then becomes transparent. In Section 6 we study 
generalizations of some of our results to free product of copies of positive reals or 
ration&. In Section 7 we use the results of Section 6 to prove that any finite graph 
which is obtained by putting together polygons, trees and complete graphs in certain 
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trivial ways is an induced subgraph of any free semigroup on more than one letter. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper Z, N, Z+, Q, Q+, R and RS will denote the sets of integers, 
non-negative integers, positive integers, rationals, positive rationals, reals and positive 
reals respectively. If X is a set, 1X1 will denote the cardinality of X. If S is a semi- 
group then S 1 = S U { 1 } with obvious multiplication. If a E S, then ((a)) = {ai liE Z’}. 
On the other hand we use ( ) to describe sequences in S. Throughout this paper 
9= S(X) will denote the free semigroup (without identity) on some non-empty set 
X. If x= {Al, . . . . A,) is finite we sometimes write 9(A1, . . ..A.) instead of 9(X) 
and we let, e = C!(X) = e(Al, . . . . A,) be the free content on X which is the sub- 
semigroup of Sconsisting of all words which involve each Ai at least once. e (X) is 
an ideal of 9(X). If w E F then I& denotes the length of o. In 9’ we set I 1 I = 0. 
If o E F1 then m” denotes 1. Also for o E 3: the content of w is the unique e(Y), 
Y 2 X such that w E C?(Y). Evidently Y is just the set of letters appearing in w. 





(9 a- bifa+b+a. 
(6) A finite sequence (Xi)?=1 issaid to be a sequence between a and b if 
a-----xl -...--xn -b. By n = 0 or (Xi&l empty we mean a-b; (Xi$=l is irre- 
ducible r) if yt > 0 and no proper subsequence Of (Xi);=1 (including the empty 
sequence) is a sequence between a and b. (Xi$l is minimal if n > 0 and no sequence 
of smaller length (including length 0) exists between a and b. 
We call ‘-’ the archimedean relation on S and (S,-) the archimedean graph 
of S. The archimedean relation is symmetric and reflexive but in general is not tran- 
sitive. The relations 1, Ii and I f are reflexive and transitive; I i G I and I f E I. Also 
Ip;-- E 9. In case of 9l the relations 1, 1 i and If are partial orders and have 
the meaning of being segment of, initial segment of and final segment of respec- 
tively. Also if u, u E F1 then u lu implies lu I G I u I and u I u, I u I = 1 u I together imply 
u = u. By [ 11,8] the connected components of the graph (9(X), -), where X is a 
non-empty set, are e(w) as W ranges through all finite non-empty subsets of X. If 
YEA’, Yf& ~1,~2 ET(Y) then ~11~2 (respectively ~11~~2, alIf 02, 
ml -+ 9, a1 -~2) in F(X)l ifand only if ~~1~2 (respectively ~11.02, ~11~~2, 
al+ 9, “1 ‘-02) in F(Y). On the other hand if Y is a non-empty Fmite subset 
1) * m [ 91 we used the term ‘indecomposable’ instead, 
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of Xand w1 ,02 E e(Y) then it can happen that o1 102 in F(Y) but w1 lo2 in 
e(Y). However, u1 1~2 in 9(Y) implies w1 1 ai in e(Y). Thus a1 + w2 in S(Y) if 
and only if w1 + ~32 in e(Y) and wl--ti2 in 9(Y) if and only if wl----a2 in C(Y). 
Thus there is no ambiguity when dealing with ‘+’ or ‘-’ in e( Y’). Throughout his 
paper (unless otherwise stated) when we talk about the relations 1, Ii, If for elements 
in e( Y’) we are talking about these relations in the bigger semigroup 9(Y) 
(equivalently 9(X’), Y c X), and not in e(Y). 
Following [6] w E 9 is said to be primitive if o E ((UN, U E 9 implies w = U. 
Lemma 1.1 [4,5,6] (i). LetA,B,C,DE T1 such thatAB =CD. i%en lAl G lCl ijj’ 
ID191BliffAliCiffDlfB~ lAl=lClifflDl=lBliffA=CiffB=D. 
(ii) If o E 9 then w E ((II)) for some primitive U E 5 Moreover U is unique and 
is called the primitive root oj*o. 
(iii) If A, B E Yand AB = BA then A, B E G u>> for some primitive U E Y. 
(iv)IfUE F, AE% UprimitiveandAU= UA, thenAE((U))l. 
(v)IfA,BE ST? UE 3, U primitive, then AB = U = BA implies A = 1 or B = I. 
(vi) Let A, C E 9, B E F1, AB = BC. Then there exist a, b E 5’ such that A = ab, 
C=baandB=(ab)iaforsomeiEN. 
Lemma1.2.(i)LetA,B,CD,yE% ThenABliACiffBliC;BA I,CAiffBlfC 
IfA liBCandlBl<lAl, thenBliA.IfA l,CandBliD,thenAyBl.@D. 
(ii) Let A,B E PI, UE Y, k E N such that A li BUk, lBl G (A 1. Then there exist 
D,FE9?‘rENsuchthatr<k,A=BUrD, U=DFandlDl<lUl. 
(iii)LetA,BEFl, UEFTsuchthatABEW))! ThenAE((U?)l iffBEW>>‘. 
(iv) Let A, B E 91, U E CJ, r E Z’, U primitive. Then AUrB E ((u>> implies that 
A,BE:WH’. 
(v)SupposeA1,A2,Bl,B2, wE?l, Al#A2, AlaB =AjtiBz. Then there 
exists a, b E 9l, j E N such that o = (ab)ja. lab I = I lAll - lA2 I I. 
(vi) [f w E Fand u the primitive root of ~3, then the content of w = the content 
ofu. 
(vii) Suppose U E V’, x E FF’ and U is primitive. Then UxU + U implies 
XEWV. 
Proof (i). The first statement follows from cancellation in 9. If A Ii BC and 
lBl < lA 1, then AL = BC f orsomeLEF1 whenceBliA.IfA l,CandBliD, 
then for some L1,L2 E yl, LlA = Cand BL2 = D. So LlAyBL2 = CyD and 
A~BICYD. 
(ii)By(i), Bl,A liBUk.SoforsomeAl,CE91,A=BAl andAC=BUk. 
ThusAIC=Ukand(AlldlUkl.SinceU#l, lA&CIUk+ll.SoforsomerEN, 
r<k, IUrI<IA11<IUrf11.SoforsomeDE91, Ai =UrDandlDl<lUl.So 
DC= Uk+‘. If k - r = 0, then D = 1 and otherwise U Ii U. SO in any case D li U 
and A = BA l = BVD. 
(iii) AB = Ur for some r E N. A = US, s E N implies (since U # 1) that s <r and 
B = Ur-s E (( U)>l .-The other direction is similarly proved. 
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(iv) There exists  E Z+ such that AUrB = Us. By (ii) there exist D, FE yl, 
t f IU suC:h that A = LJcD, DF = U, IDI < 1 U(. We claim that D = 1. Suppose not. 
Now UfDlP’B = Us whence t < s and DUrB = Usmt. Hence D(DF)rB = (DFY- t. 
Since rE ZF, I(DF)Smfl 2 lD2Fl > IDFI. Hence s-t > 2. So DDF(DF)r-lB= 
(DF)2(DJ’)F -t-2. Hence D2F = DFD implying DF = FD = U. By Lemma 1 .l (v) 
F= 1 whence IDI = IUl, a contradiction. So D = 1 and A E ((u)>l. By (iii) B E ((W)l. 
(v) As A 1 #A 2 we can assume by symmetry that IA 1 I< 14 1. So for some 
CE 9,4 =A$, ICI = &I- IAl I> 0 and wB1 = CoB2. Now lB1 I = IS21 + ICI 
> lB21. So B1 = DB2 for some D E 9 whence uD = Cu. We are now done by 
Lemma II . 1 (vi). 
(vi) cd = uk for some k E Z? Evidently the letters appearing inu are the same as 
those aplpearing in uk = w. 
(vii) For some S, TE T1, WCS2 ‘E (W)1 . By (iv), xUT E ((u)> and again by (iv) 
x E (( UV . 
LR!TlIW 1. 3. Let wl,w2,w3 E FF. 
(i) Suppose w1 + w2. Then thereexists jEZ+, u,vE 9lsuch that lul,Ivl<lw~l, 
wi = uwl v. If further w 1 /r w2 then there exist x, y E 9’) k E N such that 
I~l,lYl~:lw2l1 x I f ~2, y Ii w2 and w1 =xwjy. . 
(ii) If w1 I w$, i EZ+,thenforsomeu,~ES~, luI<lw2janduwlv=w~b 
(iii) q I ti2 + w3 implies w1 + w3. 
(iv)l’flw21>lw$andw:+w, thenwllw2. 
(v) Let w2Xw1 and w1 + ~2. hen wllw~andIwlI<2(w21. 
(vi) Suppose w1 + w3, w2 ~w3and(w1(~lw21+Iw31. 77zenw21q. 
Proof. (i) We have w1 1 wi for somej E Z+, j minimal. So uwlv = o& for stye 
u,v E 9’. If lu I > Iw2j then u = ~2241 for some u1 E 9’ and u1 wlv = W$ l 
Since w1 =f 1 wegetj- 1 E Z+ contradicting the minimality of j. So lu I < 1~21. 
Similarly Iv I < 10~1. Next assume w1 1 w2. Now if u = 1 f then u’w 1 v = wpl where 
u’ = ~2. it follows that for some u’, U’ E Tf and I E Z+, u’w I v’ =z w$ and 
O<lu’l:~fw~l, O<lv’l~lw~~.Sincewl~w~, D2.Forsomex,yEFi1, 
u’x = w2 = yv’. Hence 1x1< 1021, lyl< 1~21, x 1, “2, y Ii “2 and 01 =,x&~Y= 
(ii) If w1 1 di, j E Z+ andj minimal then j Gi and as above wlv = w$ for some 
u,v E S1 with lul,lvl < 14. Hence uwlv’ = w$ where v’ = vw$? 
(iii) We have w 1 I w2 I d3 for some j E Z+ implying w1 + 03. 
(iv) By (i) there exist u,v E T1, j E Z+ such that lu l,lvl < 1~21 and w$ = UW$ 
If Iuw~I Glw21, thenuwl(w2 and we are done. So let lwzl< luwll. SO 
lul < &I < luwll and 02 1. uq. Since w2 = uwl is ruled out, Lemma 1.2 
implies that for some D,FE $l, IDI < lwll,w2 = UD and w1 = DF. Hence 
UDFW~V = uDdivl and Fwjv = die1 . Since lw2l> lwil>, IFwll we have that 
j- 1 >‘I andFwl 1. w2.Sow1(w2. 
(v) Ely (i) uwl u - L(312forsomeu,vE91; jEZ+andu,vE?l withlul,lvl<lw21. 
We claim that j G 2. So assume j > 2. Hence (u2 = UD = Fv for some D,F E Y. Thus 
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01 = D&*F implying ~~9101 a contradiction. Hence j < 2. So ~3~ 1 L.I$ and 
bll G 1~~1. If Iql= IO& then 01 = US and w&q a contradiction. SO 
3 lql< I4 = 44. 
(vi)By(i)thereexista,b,u,uEF1,j,ZE2+suchthat lal,Ibl,lul,lul<lw31 
and aq b = OS, uc3*v = GJ~. If IU I < lal, then O~UW~V = o ~‘andlal<lqul< 
Ial + 1~31. Thus there exist m E Z+, u’ E FF1 such that u’wzu = WY and 
Ial G lu’l < Ial + 191. Hence u’w2 
u$c =acclld = wy’i. We have u’ 
1. wy’j and aq 1. WY? So for some c,tb E yl, 
=‘ax for some x E %HencelxlGl~(and 
xo2c = wld. Since loll 2 1021+ lo312 1x1 + 1021 we get xo2 Ii 01 implying 
49 
Definition. Let cdl,02 E Y. 
(0 q E (42 if q = AB, 02 =BAforsomeA,BE% 
(2) “1 - w2if”lE((U))andw2E((~))forsomeU,~E7withU~~. 
(ii), (iv) and (v) of the next lemma are variations of observations in [6]. (v) below 
in its present form was pointed out to the author by Professor Boris Schein in 
response to [9; Problem 5.81. 
Lemma 1.4. Let U, V, w E 9. 
(i)U~Vifandonk’yifU+VandIUI=IVl. 
(ii) If U f V then 61 is primitive if and only if V is primitive. 
(iii) U + V - 0 implies U + 0. 
(iv) Suppose U, V are primitive, I Ul> I VI and U* + V Zhen U E V. 
(v) U- VifandonlyifUi+ VforalliEZ? 
(vi) The relations 5 and - are equivalence relations on Yand s & - 5 --. 
(vii) If U and V are not primitive and U- V then U - V. 
(viii)If U- Vand U+ Vthen UIVor VlU. 
(ix) U - V if and only if Ui E Vi for some i, j E Z’. 
Proof. We first note that s and - are trivially symmetric and reflexive. 
(i) Suppose U + V, IUl = 1 VI. By Lemma 1.3 (i), there exist u,v E ‘Y1, j E Z+ 
suchthatuUu=Vj, ~uI,~~I<IVI.SOIV~(~IVUV~=(V~~.T~~~~<~.I~~= 1, 
then U = V. So let UUU = V*. Hence V = UD = Fu for some D, F E Y implying 
U=DF.NowIFI=IUI- lDl=lVl-- IDI=luI.SoF=uandV=FD.Hence 
Us V. The converse is trivial. 
(ii) U = AB, V = BA for some A,B E T1. Suppose U is not primitive and 
U=CjforsomeCE7,jEZ+,j>2.HenceAB=C~whenceA =CkD, C=DF 
forsomeD,FE91, kENwith lDl<lCl, kGj.Ifj=k,thenB= 1 and U= V. 
So let k <j. Then B = F(DF)jekml. So V = BA = F(DF)j-k-l(DF)kD = (FD)j* 
So V is not primitive. 
(iii) U + V implies U I Vi. V - o implies Vi + o. By Lemma 1.3 (iii), U + O. 
(iv) Since I Ul > 1 VI, we can write U = WD for some W,D E T1 with 
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1 WI = 1 VI. Since WIU*, U* -+ V we obtain W + V. By (i) WE V. By (ii) W is primitive. 
Since V h W, and U* --p V, (iii) implies U* + W. Since WDW 1 U* we get WDW + W. 
By Emma 1.2 (vii) D E (( WB1. So U = WD E (( WD. Since U is primitive we get 
u=w=v. 
(v)LetjEZ+andsetm=2jIVI.SoU m+V~,IUm(>~=2~V~~.ByLemma 
1.3(v),VilUm.Hence Vi+UforalljEZ+.Nowlet U=Sj, V=Tk, S,TEF, 
S, T primitive, j,k E Z+. Then S* I U *+VhT.HenceS2+T.AlsoT21V2+U-S 
whence T* + S. By (iv) S E T. Hence U - V. The converse istrivial. 
(vi) That E C - c -- is obvious. We are to show E and - are transitive. First 
suppose WE V/u. Then IV1 = Iwl and by(G) U-o. Hence by(i) UEa. Next 
let U-V-w.By(v)Ui-,V-wforalliEZ’.By(iii)Ui-,wforal!iEZ’.Now 
by(v)U-o. 
(vii) Let U= Vi, V= Vi, U$, VI primitive, i,jEZ+, i,jZ2. So U:lU+ V- VI 
implying rr,2 + VI, Similarly V, + U . By (iv) U, E V, implying U - V. 
(viii) For some A$ E 9’) i, j E Z -F- , U = (AB)i and V = (BA)j. Since U 8 V, 
i + j. By symmetry let i Cj. Then U = (AB)ilB(AB)iA = (BA)i+l I(BA)J’ = V. Hence 
UlV. 
(ix) Suppose U * V. Then for some A,B E Y1, i, j E Z+, U = (Al?)], V = @A)‘. 
So Vi = (A#j s (BA)‘i = Vi. Conversely let Ui E Vi. Then U - Ui E Vi - V and 
by(vi) U- V. 
2. Irreducible sequences and polygons 
Deftition. Let 9 be a free semigroup on some nonempty set and let A? be a finite 
nidn-empty subset of 9. 
(1) ,@ is a line if J!? consists of distinct points ~1, . . ..ut (t E Z’) such that 
u1 --“2-Y.. ---Ut andui tui+jfori,i+jE {l,...,t), j>2. 
(2) fi is a union of lines if 2 is a disjoint union of non-empty subsets -c’/ 
0’ = 1, . . . . m) such that each 21 is a line and a E gj, b E gk, j sf k implies that 
a+b. 
(3) By a polygon (n-gon) 9 in Y we mean a set of M distinct points u 1, . . . . u, E 9, 
n 2 3, such that u1 -u~-...---u~ --srl. Pis irreducible if 1 Gi<i +jGn, 
j 2 2, Ui-Ui+ j implies i = 1 and i + j = n. By a polygon through A? we mean a 
polygon whose set of vertices contains P. 
19; Coniecture 4.101 is false as we will see in Example 2.3. Following theorem 
is a we&e; form of that conjecture. The following also strengthens [9; Corollary 4.91. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 01,02 E e, f E Z+, q +w2. Then there exists k E Zf such 
that for every 12 k there exists an irreducible sequence (Ui>f=l of length 1 between 
01 ant;? ~2 such that for every i = 1, . . . . 1, either oi I U, or W$ I Ui . 
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Roof. Either ol++ 02 or 02 * ~1. By symmetry we assume 02 ++ ul. By Lemma 
1.2 (vi) the primitive root U of a1 lies in e. Now w1 = Ut for some t E Z+. 
w2 * w1 implies o2 * U. This implies that e is a free content on more than one 
letter and hence that IV1 > 1. Let U start with the letter E. So lcl= I . We claim 
that UeU +) U for otherwise by Lemma I 2 (vii), E E (( UD1 , a cant radiction. Hence 
(1) udJ*u. 
Let j E Z+, j > 2. We_;laim that U2”’ ++ U2i%U2i-1. 
&+l --, u2j-$u2/ . Then &U+ U2i-'eU2i-1 and 
For suppose 
lUeU( t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ < I &+4( < 1 U2j+‘l. By Lemma 1.3 (vi) UeUI Uzi+l 
contradicting (1). So 
(2) &+l *U2i%2i-1 forany jEZ+, j>2. 
(1) and (2) imply that the following is a line for each n E Z+, n 2 2 
(3) u-U%-u~~‘-~,U2n-1- . ..--u%u2 ($I EZ+, n > 2). 
Since 02 * U, Lemma 1.4 tells us that U” + cd2 for some m E Z+, fiz > tf. Hence 
(4) u2” * “2, U2%J2”,02 forany o&Z+, a>m>,t& 
Let 03 = u2mCU2m. By [9; Theorem 4.81 there exists an irreducible sequence 
( V’$$=I (/DE Z’) in P between 03 and w2 such that 
(9 “31vi or O$lVi (i= 1, . . ../3). 
Now 9 * U and by (1) o3 * U. Consequently 
(6) Vi*U (i= 1, . ...@). 
By Lemma 1.4, there exists y E Z+ such that y >, m and U2’ * Vi (j = 1, l -B, 0). 
Hence 
(7) U2’ f+ Vi (i = 1, . . . . 0) for any 6 EZ+, S ayarn. 
Choose j between 1 and P largest so that Vj--U2vEU2v for some V E Z+, V a m. 
By (7) v G y. Choose v maximal. So y >, v 2 m and 
(8) Ifk$EZ+, j<k<fi, t?>v then U2’dJ2’--Vk ifandonly 
if j=k and O=v. 
By (3), (a), (S), (6), (7), (8) and the fact that o2 * U, we have that the following 
is a line for any n E Z+, n > y. 
(9) (1-U2~~_(12”-~~U2~-~_...-U~V,UZV__~__...__V~_~~ 
(for any n > y, n E Z’). 
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Ifn>ythensince7~m~t;tweseethatwl=UtIIiT2”E.SinceLI-ol wesee 
that LA -wl. Moreover o E e, w---+Q = Uf implies U---U. It follows that 
the following is a line for any n > y: 
(10) 
Since 0 m 2 tt, (5) tells us that ever 
has as a. segment either 09 or Urn r 
word other than til,w2 in the above line 
= q . Moreover for each n > y, (10) yields an 
irreducible sequence between ml and w2 of length n - v + fl- j + 2. Since V, 6 and 
j are fixed, the theorem is proved. 
Remarlk 2.2. The above proof is constructive except for the use of [9; Theorem 4.81 
of which we had given a semigroup theory proof. However, it is possible to give a 
constructive proof of that theorem by using (1) on [9; p. 3101 and an idea of John 
Shafer (see [9; Remark 3.4 (ii)]). 
Example 2.3. We now give some examples showing that [9; Conjecture 4.101 is false. 
Let 9 = S(A,B). We have ABA--+BAB, 
ABA-AB-BAB . 
Also for sE Z+, s >, 2, we have the line 
ABA-B(A2B)S-(A2B)B(A2By-1 -... 
. ..---(A2B)B(A2B)-AB~A-ABE-BAB . 
Thus the minimal sequence between ABA and BAB has length 1. Also we have 
produced irreducible sequences of length t for every t > 4. On the other hand it is 
not hard to show that there exist no irreducible sequences between ABA and BAB 
of length 2 or 3. 
Also AB2AB+BAB2 and, 
AB2AB-AB2-BAB2 . 
Further for s E Z+, s 2 2 we have the line, 
AB2AB-B[(AB)2B]“-[(AB)2B]B[(AB)2B]S-’ -... 
. . . -[(AB)2B]B[(AB)2B]-(AB)B2(AB)-BAB2 . 
So the minimal sequence between AB2AB and B IB2 has length 1. We have produced 
irreducible sequences between AB2AB and BAB2 of length f for every t > 3_ On the 
other hand, it can be shown that there exists no irreducible sequence between 
AB2AB and BAB2 of le&th 2. 
Pmblenn 2.4. Let q,w2 E 62, a1 -4~1~. Study the initial behavior of the lengths 
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of the irreducible sequences between u1 and ~2. 
Lemma 2.5. Let 2 be a finite non-empty subset of C and suppose that l? is a union 
of lines. Correspondingly let 2 be the disjoint union of 2i (i = 1, . . . . m), 
Pi = (uoli-‘.’ --upi 1. Assume further that for any i E ( I, . . . . m) and u E A?, u # 
implies U + U~i and u # Upi implies u + Upi 
uai 
Then 2 C 311 _C e for some fii:ite &e 
311 = (xl -...-xs) such that y E Vl , y #xl implies y +x1 and y # xs impiies 
Y *+ 
Proof. By the very definition of union of lines, u E Pi, u E Zj, i #j implies u-+-u. 
We prove the lemma by induction on m. If m = 1 there is nothing to prove. So let 
m > 1. Now P, = {ual --...-upI} and .P2 = {ucy2 --...--upZ}. Our hypothesis 
implies by Lemma 1.4 that there exists n E Z+ such that o EJ?, c3 # uor implies 
61 * o and G) # uQ2 implies uz2 +) o. Since uPr+ue2 we have by [9; Theorem 
4.83 that there exists an irreducible sequence <ui>i’=l between U~I and ua2 such that 
for each jE (1, . . . . t) either U;~ 1 Uj or U& I Uj. Set ~0 = tlpl and Ut+ 1 = u,~. We thus 
have the line, 
q-J--q--...-Ut -I++1 . 
Now it cannot be that t = 1 for otherwise ut2 1 u1 + ~0 = upI or U& I u1 + Ut+l = u,* 
a contradiction. Hence t > 1. Now suppose for some 1 Gj < t, ~0 - uj. Then 
u0 -Uj and j = 1. So u2--ul - u. implying ~2 + ~0. So uo * ~2 and U& ! ~2. 
Since 2 \( t we get u&lu2 + u. = upi implying u& + up1 a contradiction. SO ~0 + Uj 
for 1 < j G t. Similarly u 
Then for Uj, j E { 1, . . . . I 
+I + Uj (1 Gj<t).Nextlet UEE, Cc,fU~i, mfU,2* 
t either U& Iuj or U& I Uj whereby Uj * 0. We have thus shown 
(j = 1, . . . . t) . 
In particular {ul, . . . . ut} n JE? = 0 and whether or not cyl = 01 or cx2 i= 02 we have, 
U&l 
* u* I’ up2 * u;’ (j= l,..., t). 
We further have the line . . I 
0; = u,, --,..-up1 -q -...-Uf-U(Q -...---up2 1 I ’ 
By the preceding discussion+!?; U ~23 U . . . u Em is a union of lines, satisfies the 
hypothesis of the theorem, and P C ~2; U . . . u _@,,. We are therefore done by our 
induction hypothesis on m. 
The following theorem generalizes [9; Corollary 5.101. 
Theorem 2.6. Let $2 be a finite non-empty subset of (2 = E’ (A 1, . . . . A,), t 2 2. 
Suppose further that for any u, u E P, u z u implies u = u. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
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(i) 13 is a union of lines and for any u, v E P, u - v implies u = v. 
(ii) 9r7me exists k E Z+ such that for every 1 E Z’, 12 k, there exists an irreduc- 
ible I-gon in e through 2. 
(iii) There exists an irreducible n-gon through P for some n E Z+ such that 
n24andn2121+1. 
hof.(i) *(ii). By Lenna 2.5 ZEVZ where 311 = (Al----...-u,}, ~1 *Ui for 
i#1anClu,~tuifori#cu.Ifa!=1wearedoneby[9;Theorem5.4].SoLetar~2. 
By Lr+mcna 1.4 there exists 7 E Z+ such that I$’ * Ui for i # 1 and U: * Ui for 
i Q, So u~-t& Theorem 2.1 tells us that there exists k E 2!+ such that for 
every I E Z+, I 3 k, there exists an irreducible sequence, say ( I&, between ui 
and u: such that for eachj E Z+, 1 Gj f 1, either u$ Vj or uzi IQ. Evidently ( P& 
b a sequence between u1 and u, and {Viii = 1, . . . . 2) is a line. Now suppose for some 
i,jEZ+, 1 QiGol, 1 GjGl, Ui- 
uil Vi. Then u; 
V’. Now either u$ I$ or u’,I Vii. First assume 
u-1--- 
+ Ui which implies i = 1. So u I-- Vj. Since UI I Vj we get 
Vi whence j = 1. Similarly uz I I$ implies i - 
irreducible polygon 
 Q and j = 1. So we have the following 
U1 --u2---*“.-ua-vl-*.*-v1 -u1 . 
We have thtts produced an irreducible ar + Z-gon through % and hence L? for every 
I 2 k. Since k and ar are fixed, we are done. 
(ii) =$ (iii) Trivial. 
(iii)* (i). Since any non-empty proper subset of the set of vertices of an irreduc- 
ible polygon is a union of lines, it follows that P is a union of lines. Now suppose 
U,VEL?, u#v, u - v. Since by hypothesis u + v, it follows by Lemma 1.4 that 
u iv or vlu. By symmetry assume ulv. Then for any w E e, v-----o implies u + o 
(since u Iv) and w + u (since v rr u) whereby U-U. Thus u-v; V-O 
implies z+- w for any w f e. But this contradicts the fact that u and v are distinct 
vertices of an irreducible n-gon, n 2 4. 
Remark :2.7. Suppose 2 is a t’?nite non-empty subset of e. Suppose 
P = (u1--,..- Us) is a tine, arE Z+. Then it can be shown that (ii) of the above 
theorem holds for P if and only if there exist v, o E e such that the following is 
a line, 
P-u1 -...-u,-w . 
Thus if L?= (q,u2), ul E 2.9, u1 # 2.9 then (ii) of Theorem 2.6 holds for P if 
and only if there exist v, o E C? such that v-ul, 29-0, v-+49, w-f-u1 and 
v-to. This may or may not hold. In e(A,B) it. holds for {A2B2, B2A2}, 
A2B} and {A2BAB,ABA2B}. However, it fails for {AB,BA), {A2B,BA2) 
B.A2, A2B14 ). The Fact necessary and sufficient conditions, in terms of the 
structure of u1 and 29 are not known to us. We will see in Section 6 that the situa- 
simpler if we replace the positive integer exponents in the free semigroup 
itive rational exponents. 
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Induced subgraphs 
By a graph we will mean in this paper a pair (I’, --) where r is a non-empty set 
and - ’ 1s a symmetric and reflexive relation on F’. We caution that graph theorists 
often use the term (undirected) ‘graph’ to mean a set with a symmetric irreflexive 
relation. But of course this difference is only a technical one. If (r,- --) and (A,-) 
are graphs then (A,-) is an induced subgraph of (r, -) if and only if A c I’ and 
forallx~,x~EA, x1 --x2 in A if and only if x1 --x2 in IY On the other hand, 
starting with just a non-empty subset A of I’ we make A into an induced subgraph 
of I’ by defining, for y 1, y2 E A, y 1 -92 in A if and only ify l---y2 in I-‘.’ At times 
if A is only isomorphic to an induced subgraph of I? we might still say A is an 
induced subgraph of I’ provided there is no ambiguity. A graph F is connected if for 
any x, _v E I’ there exist t E Z+ and x1, . . ..xt E I? (not necessarily distinct) such that 
X -X1--...-Xt -y. Note that if x -y then x---x--y. The connected compo- 
nents of I’ are the maximal connected induced subgraphs of l?; these partition K’. As 
noted in Section 1, the connected components of the archimedean graph T(X) are 
C(y), Y a finite non-empty subset of X. Moreover the archimedean relation on 
e( I’) as a semigroup coincides with the restriction of the archimedean relation on 
9(X) to C(Y). A graph (I’,-) is complete if and only if for any x,y E I’, x --y. 
A graph (I’,--) is a tree if it is connected and for any distinct x1, . . . . xt E I’, t 2 3, 
it is not true that xl------x2----...-x,----xl. 
Theorem 3.1. Let m, n E Z+, m, n 2 2. Then the archimedean graph of 
%A 1, . ..> A,) is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of C (A 1, . . . . A&C 7(A 1, . . . . A,,). 
In particular the induced subgraphs of 9(A 1, . . . . A,) are, within isomoqghism, the 
same as the induced subgraphs of E! (Al, . . . . A,). 
Proof. We first show that 9(A1, . ..) A,) is an induced subgraph of C?(A,R). Set 
uj = ABAj+lBj+l (j = 1, . ..) n). Since Uj li Uk for j =f k, it is well-known [2; Theorem 9.11 
that & = ((ul, . . . . u,)>, the semigroup generated by ~1, *.*, un, is a free semigroup on 
h , . . . . un}. Hence as semigroups 9(A1, . . . . A,) is isomorphic to C .%I the corre- 
sponding archimedean graphs are isomorphic. Also C E C(A .B). Thus what we must 
show now is that the archimedean relation on C as a semigroup coincides with the 
restriction of the archimedean relation of T(A,B) to C . First let w E ~5 and 
X,Y E T(A,B)l such that xoy E C. We claim that then x, y E & l. For suppose not 
and choose a counter-example with lx~y I minimal. Now either .y 4 e ’ orY 4 cf ‘. 
First let x 4 c l. In C let xc3y start with Uj and o start with Uk - SO u = +a1 and 
XC~Y = UjO2 for some 01, ~32 E C ‘. Hence XUkC31.Y = UjW2 l If’ Uj Ii x then x = Ujx’ 
whence x’c3y = a2 E t. By minimality of IXWY I, X’ E CT1 s Thus x = UjX’ E CT a 
contradiction. SO IX I < IUj I. Thus 
(11) xABAk+lBk+l q y = ABAI’+l Bj+l o2 , j,kEZ+; 
Ix I < (ABAj+l Bj+l I . 
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Hence 1.~4 I< IABA~‘lB~+l 1. Since obviously xA # ABA~+lB~+l we get lxAB I\( 
(A&$+1 Bi+l I implying xAB Ii ABA~+W ‘+l . Since x # 1, we get x = A&If contra- 
dicting(l1).SoxEel.ThusxoyE~,xoE&.Sinceu,Xiupfor~#Pweget 
y E cl. This contradiction shows that if q, 9 E cf ,then wlIt+ in & if and only 
if ml I 9 in 9(A,B). It follows that for q, w2 E e , 9---9 in c if and only if 
w1 -02 in 9(A,B). So we have shown that 9(A1, . . ..A.) is an induced subgraph 
of C!(A,B). We now proceed to show that e(A,B) is an induced subgraph of 
e(Al Y.‘., Am). Consider the map cp: FF(A,B)l +Y(Al, . . ..Am)l given by q(A) 41, 
q(B) = A2 . . . A,. Define 8 : F(A 1, . . . . Am)l+ F(A,B)’ by e(Al) = A, e(A2) =B, 
&4i> = 1 for 2 Gi <m. 8 is a surjective homomorphism and 8 o 9 is the identity 
map on Y(A ,B)! It follows that 9 is an injective semigroup homomorphism and 
that for q,o+ E cJ(A,B), oj-- 02 in FF(A,B) if and only if cp(c~~)--cp(w2) in 
W 1, 0.4) A,). Since q is an injection and @(A,B)) C e (A 1, . . . . Am) we are done. 
Remark 3.2. (1) Any induced subgraph of Y(A) = e(A) is complete where A is a 
single letter. 
(2) The induced subgraphs of 9(N) are the same as the induced subgraphs of
F(A,B) since the archimedean graph of 9(N) is isomorphic to an induced subgraph 
of C;T(A, B). 
(3) If I’ is a graph with at most countably many connected components and if I’ 
is an induced subgraph of a free semigroup on any non-empty set then r is an in- 
duced subgraph of F(A,B). This is because any connected induced subgraph of any 
free semigroup must be contained in a free content on a non-empty finite set. 
Definition. Let (I’,----) be a graph. 
(1) I’ is contained in the free semigroup if r is isomorphic to an induced subgraph 
of the archimedean graph of some (and hence every) free semigroup on a finite set 
with more than one clement. 
(2) Let o E c;F = ‘-3(X), Xa non-empty set. Then r occurs at w (in P) if I’ is 
isomorphic to an induced subgraph of Y containing w as a vertex. 
Remark 3.3. (1) By our very definition, a graph contained in the free semigroup 
must be at most countable. 
(2) An induced subgraph of a graph contained in the free semigroup isitself con- 
tained in the free semigroup. 
Theorem 3.4. Let (r, -) be a finite graph. Then r is contained in the free semi- 
group ifand only if each connected component of I’ is contained in the free semi- 
group* 
Proof. Let l?i (i = 1, . . . . ’ m) be the connected components of I’ and suppose that 
each I’i is contained in the free semigroup. Choose 2m distinct letters A 1, l , A,, , 
4 , . . . . 13m. For each i, 1 G i G m, I’i is isomorphic to an induced subgraph ‘Q6’i of 
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9(Ai, Bi). NOW u E T(Ai, Bi), \b E F(Aj,Bj)p i #j implies U+V. It follows that I’ 
is isomorphic to the induced subgraph ‘W = lJ$ Wi of F(A1, . . . . A&Q, . . . . B,n). 
In Section 4 we will see that not every finite graph is contained in the free semi- 
group. This, for reasons that we are only now beginning to understand, isquite 
difficult to prove. On the other hand, it is easy to show that not every countably 
infinite graph is contained in the free semigroup as we now proceed to do. 
Example 3.5. Let T= 9 (A,B). Suppose very countably infinite graph is contained 
in the free semigroup. Then there must exist distinct words al, 02, Ui (i E NJ such 
that 01+W2( Wl-Ui- ui -- -q for all i, j E N. Since the Ui’S are distinct and 
since in 9(A,B) the number of words of a fixed length is finite it follows that there 
exists i E N such that Iu~ I 2 2( lql+ 1~2 I). Since Ui ---WI and Ui---W2, Lemma 1.3 (v) 
implies w1 I ui and 02 I ui. Then by Lemma 1.3 (iii) ~~-02 a contradiction. So 
correspondingly there exists a countably infinite graph not contained in the free 
semigroup. 
In [9; Theorem 5.41 we sai;ir that if o E Y and ci, consists of more than one 
letter, then every polygon occurs at o. In contrast we now prove 
Theorem 3.6. Let n E Z+ . Then there exists a finite graph (a, ,- - - ) txx tained in the 
free semigroup such that for any free semigroup 9 and arzy word o in ‘T of lertgth 
G rt, a,, does not occur at c9 in F. 
hoof. Let m = 8n2 + 1 and K = (1, . . . . m}. Set en = K X { 1,2,3,43. If (a,i), (/3,j) E @u 
then we define (a,i)-(p,j) if and only if i =j or {i,j} E {{ 1,2}, {2,3}, {3,4}, {4,1}}. 
We will now show that a,, is contained in the free semigroup. In Fr(A ,B), let 
94, = {~cwg~*m-~~~f = 1, . . . . m), sQ, = (A~~-OBA~~+%I = 1, . . . . ml, 
sq, = (A~~IA~~?*BA~~-~~cY = 1, . . . . m} and 0Q4 = {A~~~*-(YBA~?‘~BA~+(Y~~ = 1, . . . . m). 
ThenIAj(=mfori=l,..., 4. If u E 9Qi and v E 9Qi, it is readily verified that W-V 
if and only if i =j or {i,j} E {{ 1,2}, {2,3}, {3,4 j, {4,1 I}. It follows that the induced 
subgraph gQ = Uf=, di of T(A,B) is isomorphic to Gn. 
Now let F be a free semigroup ori any non-empty set and o E 9, Ia I G n. We 
claim that CD,* does not occur at c3 in FF. For suppose otherRise. Then correspondir@y 
there will exist disjoint subsets Wi (i = 1, . . . . 4) of ‘Y such that I %T, I = m z 8n2 + 1 
(i= 1 , . . . . 4). o E U$, %Ti and SO that for zc E %i, v E Wi, U-U if and only if 
i = j or {i, j} E {{ 1,2}, (2,3}, {3,4}, (4,1}}. By symmetry we may assume ~3 E,wl l 
Then for anyuE W2, u-o.Nowlet Cn’= {z&E %2 anduk&Then 1% l~~12s 
Let~=m,\7Z’.So15YI>7n2+l.Nextlet~~={nl~E91, I~l<14~If~~ 
and332={ylyf91, lyl<lwl. y (io).Thenl~~I=l~~l=IW(~n.Let 
CIO=CX31X~2sothatlClOI<n2.NowforanyuE%,u--wandu~~.By 
Lemma 1.3 (i), there exists (q y) E q and k E N such that u = xaky. Fixing such 
a representation for each u E CJ: we write k = P(U) and (GY) = 6(u). Note that 
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$04 = ow9 6 ( u isal-l functionorP+Z.ForkENlet io,=(UIUEcnandp(rr)=k). )I 
Then 6 is l-1 on cDk whence 1Qi < (30 1 <n2. Now let E= {k)kEN and Qk # 0). 
If Is1 < 7 then =)z = lJkEE rD k and 1% I G 7n2, a contradiction. So lEl> 8. It follows 
that there exist j, k e E such that 0 <j <k--6. There e&t u E Qj and u E (Dk. Let 
6(a) = (x, y) and 6(u) = (x’, y’): Then u = xw jy and v = x’wky’. Since v, u E 3iI 2 312 , 
u-u. Hence ,k +x&y. Now tiyxo +xoiy and ltiyxwl+ lxwiy 1 G l&+6) G l&l. 
By Lemma 1.3 (vi) o~yxo 1 ak. Now let o = Ua! where U E Y is primitive and cy E Z+. 
So UyxU(~3yxw(wk = Uka and UyxU + U. By Lemma 1.2 (vii), yx E WD1 . Hence 
u E wjyx and wiyx E (VA). Thus u * U - c3 implying u - ~3. We have thus produced 
u E 9Q such that u - w. Similarly there exists u’ E 3n, such that u’ - o. Conse- 
quently u - u’ implying u-u’, a contradiction. 
4. An example 
set 
Throughou t this section c;C will denote a free semigroup on a finite non-empty 
with more than one element and will remain fixed (only in this section). 
Ddinitiam. (1) Let I-‘0 and I’1 be two graphs. Then I’0 + I’1 = ro X (0) U I’1 X (1). 
If&i), (b,j) E I?0 + I’1 then (a,i)-(b, j) if and only if i f j or i = j and a--b in I’i. 
Note that ri is isomorphic to the induced subgraph I’i X {i} of I’0 + I?1 (i = 0,l). 
(2) If r is a graph and E $ I’then r + 5 = I? U {E). For x,y E I’ + g we set x---y 
ifandonlyifx=Eory=torx,yEI’andx-yinI’. 
(3) By a representation f a graph I’ we mean an injective function 9: I’ 3 9 
such that for any x,y E I’, x-y in I’ if and only if cp(x)---cp(y) in 9. 
Consider the following statement. 
(*) EvepI finite graph I’ has a representation. 
We will show that (*) is false. 
Definition.LetsQE9.ThensQECD1ifandonlyifu,uEsQ,u(uimpliesu=u. 
93 C d E CD, implies c10 E CD,. 
Lemma 4.~. Assume (*). Let r be a finite graph. Then there exists a representation 
~0f r such that p(r) E CD,. 
Roof. Suppose there exists no such representation f I’. Let n = I 1’12 + 1, 
T= { 1, . . . n}. Set I’1 = I’ X Y’. For (x,i), (y, j) E r X T we define (x,i)-(y, j) if 
and only if i #j and x fy, or i = j and x-y. Let 0 : rl + 9 be a representation. 
Let i E Tand $J : r + (3 be the representation G(x) = O(x,i). By assumption there 
must exist x,y E I’ such thdt x fy and O(x,i)le(y,i). Set 6(i) = (x,y). Hence we 
have the: function 6 : T + r k r. Since 1 Tl > 1 I’ X I’1 there must exist i, j E T, i + j 
such that 6(i) = S(j) = (x,y). Hence x +y and O(x,i)le(y,i), O(x,j) lO(y, j). Since 
e(y,i)--0(x, j) we get 0(x, i) + 8(x, j). Since 0(y, j)-O(x,i) we get 0(x, j) + 0(x, 0. 
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So ~(x,i)-@(x,j) implying (x,i)--@J), a contradiction. 
Defdtion. Let d E 9. Then d E 0 2 if and only if SQ E QI and for all u, u E d, 
U - u implies u =u. 9E PQE CD2 implies CmE cD2. 
Lemma 4.2. Assume (*) and let I’ be a finite graph. Then there exists a representa- 
tion I) of I’ such that 3/(r) E CD,. 
Roof. Suppose there exists no such representation f I’. Let rl and T be as in the 
proof of Lemma 4.1. By Lemma 4.1 there exists a representation x of Q such that 
x(I’l)ECD1.LetiETandO:r + ‘3 be the representation 0(x) = x(x,& Then 
e(I’) E CD, and hence by our assumption there exist x,y E I’ such that x #JJ and 
x(x,i) - x(y,i). Set p(i) = (x,y). We have p : T + r X I’. Since I TI > I l7 X I’ I there 
exist i,j E T, i f j such that p(i) = p(i) = (x,y). Hence x Zy and x(x, i) - x(_Y. i) 
and x(x, j) - x(y, j). Since x(x, i)-x(y, j) and x(x, j)-x(y, i) we get 
x&i) + x(x, j) and x(x, j) + x(x,i). Hence x(x, j)----x(x,i) implying (x, i)-(W), 
a contradiction. 
Definition. Let d C y. Then SQ E CD3 if and only if SQ E 92 and each word in d 
is primitive. c10 E SQ E CD3 implies 93 E 9,. 
Lemma 4.3. Assume (*) and let r be a finite graph. Then -there exists a representa- 
tion rp of I’ such that g(r) E Q 3. 
Proof. Assume r has no such representation a d let rI = l? + I’. By Lemma 4.2 
there exists a representation q~ of rl such that cp&) E Q2. For each i = O,l, 
8i : r + ‘3 given by e,(x) = &,i) is a representation f r aild 0&l?) E CD, 1 By as- 
sumption there exists x,y E r such that 0,(x) = cp(x,O) and e,(y) = (pb,1) are 
both not primitive. Since (x, 0)-(y, 1) we get 4(x, O&--&J, 1) and so by 
Lemma 1.4(vii) cp(x, 0) - Cpcv, 1). Since cp(rl) E CD2 we get p(x, 0) = &.Y, 1) 
implying (x, 0) = (y, 1) a contradiction. 
Definition. Let ~4 & 9. Then A E (D if and only if SQ E CD3 and for all 01, “2 Ed 
loJ<2lql. 93s 9fIE(D implies g 0. 
Remark 4.4. Thus for $1 E 9, SQ E CD if and only if for all q, ~2 E d ; 
(9 l44Qlw2l 
(ii) q - w2 implies o1 = ~3~. 
(iii) “1 is primitive. 
(iv) w1 I “2 implies o1 = w . 
3 (v) 013 w2 implies w1 I a2 (this is by Lemma 1.3(v)). 
Emma 4.5. Assume (*) and let IT be 4 ,finite graph. Then there exists a representa- 
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tion cp of I’such that &I’) E Q . 
Roof. Let I’$, = I’ + K’. By Lemma 4.3 there exists a representation 8 of rl such 
that O(r,) E (D3. Choose ar E rl such that l@(or)l is maximal. Then ~1= (z,i) for 
somezEra~ndI’E{O,l}.Letj=l--iandu=8(~).ThenIp:r-,~givenby 
g(x) = e(;~,~~\ is a representation f I’ and q(r) E CD 3. Moreover for any v E g(r), 
lvl G 1~1 #andI v- u, vyu. By Lemma 1.3(v) lul<2lvl. So for anyv,v’Ecp(rj, 
b’l G I4 <ml, p roving that cp(I’) E rD. 
Lemma 4.6. Let P be a non-empty finite set. Then there exist a non-empty finite 
set S2and 8 : 52 X s1+ P such that e(ru, fl) = t?(&or) for ali’ ar,p E 52 and so that for 
any 6 : St + P there exist a,P E 52, ar #p with e(cw,/3) = S(O) = S(p). 
Roof. We prove the lemma by induction on IPI. If IPI = 1 we can take Q to be an] 
two element set and 8 the only possible function. So let IPl> 1. By induction 
hypothesis, for each t E P, there exists a finite non-empty set 52,, 8,:sZ, X 0, +P\(t} 
such that e&p) = et@, cr) for all ar,P E 52, and so that for any 6 : Qt + P\ (t} there 
exist (~,/3 E 52,, ar # fl with 6(or) = S(p) = e&J). We can assume without loss of 
generality that the s2,‘s are disjoint. Let 52 = u,, a, U {E) where 4 e a, for any 
tEPJefine8:QXQ-,Pasfollows: e(~,U=6(&ol)=tf0ralla!E~,, 8 =e, on 
52, X St,, 6 sends rest of a X 52 to any single point in P. Then it is obvious that 
e(a, fl) = @(fl, ol) for all ar, /3 E P. Now let 6 : a + P and let t = S(t). If for any cy E a,, 
S(a$= t, then t = 6(a) = S(t) = e(a,g). Otherwise 6’:52, +P\{t) where 6’ is the 
restriction of S to a,. But now of course, the result follows by our construction of 
S$ and et above. 
Construction 4.7. Let i E Z+. We construct a finite graph Al as follows. Let 
J = { 1,2, . . . . 22*+1}, m =($+‘), P= {l,..., m}. Then J has exactly m distinct 
subsets with 1* elements, ay Ji (i E P). Next let S&8 be as in Lemma 4.6 associated 
withP.LeltA~=:JXSt.IfarE~wesetJ(”)=JX(cr}andJfQ)=JiX(~} 
(i = 1, . . . . m). Al is the disjoint union of the J@)‘s. If x E J@) and Y E J(p), we 
define x--y if and only if a = p, or c11# /3and x 4 J$i,pl or y 4 J$& p). in other 
words, x-+-y if and only if x Efi@i p), y EJ#L @) and cy # /3. - is’evidently 
reflexive; :it is symmetric because (& fl) = e(p,ol) for all ar, 0 E G. For I E Z+ the 
symbol A! will be reserved for the above graph for the rest of this section (all other 
symbols may be used for other things). 
Lemma 4.8. Let 1 E Z+ and let < be any linear order on Al. Then there exist distinct 
elements xl, . . . . x2,2+1, yl, . . . . y2,2+ E A, such that x1 <x2 C ..* <x212+1, 
~1 <y2 <I...<y,12+,andfori,jE t 
or j is odd. 
l,..., 212+l),Xi---y~ ifandonlyifiisodd 
Proof. We follow the notation of Construction 4.7. Let 6 :52 + P be defined as follows. 
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For OE s2 write the 22* + 1 element ofJ@)asal <a2 < . . . <a212+1. Let 
A = b2, a,+ ...9 a2t2 ). Then IA I = 1* and therefore A =.I?) for some i E P. We set 
I = i. By Lemma 4.6 there exist QL, fl E a, at # fl with S(or) = S(b) = 0(cu, p) = k E P. 
Write elements of J@) as x1 C x2 < . . . < x212+r and elements of J@) as 
~1 <yz C . . . <y212+1a Then Jk*) = (x2, . . . . xz12} and Jhp) = (~2, . . . . yz12 j. Since 
k = e(a,fl) we see by definition of our graph A, that for i,j E {1,2, .. . . 2Z2 f 1 }, 
x~---yj if and only if xi 4 ,@I Z or yi 4 #? This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 4.9. Let 1 E 2’ and 94,93 two disjoint subsets of ‘Teach with I* elements. 
Suppose further that u-+v for any u E SQ , v Echo . 37hen either there exists a subset 
mofsQ,vE~sucht~t(3121=Iandu+tvforanyuE371,orelsethereexistsa 
subset%ofC10,uE&uchthatI%I=landv*uforanyvE%. 
Proof. Suppose there exists no 92 5 ‘33, u E d with the prescribed property. Let 
mbeanysubsetofsQsuchthat13n1=Z.ForuE3n,lety,=(viv~C10andv~U). 
By our assumption I yu I C 1. So I UuEM yu I < Z* = I cy3 I.Hence there exists u G’23 
such that v 4 yu for any u E % . Thus u + u for any u E 972. Since u-t-u it must 
be that u * u for all u E 311. This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 4.10. Let 1 E Z+, ‘p a representation of Al and <any linear order on &Al). 
Then there exist distinct elements q, . . . . u*~+~, u E &II) with u1 <u, < . . . <u21+1 
such that I.+--- vforioddandui+,vforieven,l <X21+ 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.8 there exist distinct words ul, . . . . u212+I, vl, . . . . 1.5~~+r E (P&) 
such that ~1 <US < .:. CU~~~+~, uI< ~2 < . . . < u*~~+~; and Ui+uj if and only if 
i,j are both even. Let SQ = {IQ, . . . . u,~~}, ?#J = (~2, .. . . uzi2). By Lemma 4.9 and 
symmetry we may assume that there exists a subset W of gQ, Uj E ‘23 such that 
I % I = 1 and Uk * Vj for any Uk E 312. Write % = {Uil < . . . < Uil) and let 
WI= IUi,_l, Ui2-l, l n-3 Ui,_l, Ui,+l I* Uk E %, implies k is odd whence uk-uj. 
Furthermore 
Uil_l < Ui, < Ui2_l < Ui2 < *a* < Uil_l < Uil C Ui,+l * 
Setting v = Vj and relabeling the U’S we have the result. 
Definition. Let VE 9, V primitive, t E Z+. Then c3 E (V, t) if and only if c3 E ?, 
0 is primitive, w - =xFriforsomexE91,iEZSsuchthati>/t,Ix\~lol/,, 
I1/l~lol/t.Notethat(I/,t)1(~,t+l).~so(~,t)={olwE7andwE(I/,r; 
for some primitive V E 7). 
The following is the crucial step. 
L+esnma 4.11. Let t E Z’ and set I = 64 t*. If cp is a representation of A, f A, such 
that &Al -4 q E Q then cp(A, t Al) n ((39% 2t) # 9. 
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Roof. Choose o E q(A, + Al) with lw 1 minimal. It suffices to prove that w E (V, 2t). 
Now ~(7, k) = o for some y E A,, E E (0,l). Consider the representation JI of A, 
given @y I,!@) = q(p, I -4j). Let d = #(Al). Then SQ E 0. For any u E _oQ we have 
u- w. Let n = lw 1. Thien since cp(A, + Al) E (D we have, 
(12) 
Id=& c3 is primitive; 
uyw, u1&, nGlulC2n forall uEsQ. 
Thus if u E SQ then tij2 = aub for some a,b E Y1. Asuj’w we must l-rave lal, IblClol. 
Hence for some c, d E Y, w = ac = db implying u = cd. Thus 
(13) w=ac=db, u=cd forsome a,b,c,dfFl. 
Fix one such decomposition for each u E SQ . Let u1,u2 E d and corresponding to
(13) write the decompositions of ul, 142 as follows: 
(14) m=alcl =dlbl =a2c2 =d,b, , u1 =cldl , 
Define u1 G u2 if and only if I al I 2 1 a2 I. Evidently, G is transitive and u 1 G ~2 or 
uph1.1fu19u2Qul thenlall=la~)andby(14)al=a2andcl=c2.S.ince 
dlbl =r32b2 we have dl ii 62 or d2 Ii dl. If dl Ii d2 then ~1 =cldl =c2dl lic2d2 = ~2. 
So u1 1212 and since SQ E CD we get u1 = “2. Similarly d2 1, dl implies u 1 = 2.42. It 
follows that \( is a linear order on A. Next assume u1 C u;. Then Ial I > I a21 and by 
(14), lcll<lc~landcllfc~.Sinced~b~=d~b~ wehavedl Iid2 ord21idl.If 
dl ii d2 then by Lemma 1.2 (i), u J = cl dl I c2d2 = 242, a contradiction since 241 # 9. 
Sod2 lid,. Thus we have 
(1% Cl p2 and d2 lid1 (if ul Cu2) . 
Continuing with the same ul, 29 assume there exists u3 tZ SQ such that u1 < 242 < 29. 
Correspondingly let
(16) u3=c3d3, w=a3c3 =d3b3; a3,b3,c3,d3 E F1 . 
By (! 5) we get 
(17) “1 p2 lfC3 ; d3 Ii d2 Ii d, l 
By Lemma 1.2(i) we get 
(18) u2 = -La2d2 I c3dl . 
(18) holds whenever u1 <u2 s< u3 and the corresponding decompositions are as in 
(14) and (16). . 
ow, as < is a linear order on SQ = $(A$, we can apply Lemma 4.10 to obtain 
distinct words q, . . . . UZ!+~, ti E Se such that 
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(19) up < ~2 < . . . < UZ~+I ; Ui-V for i odd; 
ui*vforievenwhere 1 \ciG21+ 1. 
Corresponding to (13) write 
(20) Ui=Cidi 3 O=aiCi =dibi, ai,bi,Ci,diEF’, 1 G<21+ 1. 
Let T= { 1,3, . . . ,2Z-1,21+1).ForeachiET,ui+u.SincesQ~CDwegetui)v2. 
Thus by (12), (20) and Lemma 1.3 (ii), 
(21) ~~=giCidihi, gi,hiE F1; igilGlvi<2n forall iET. 
Nextconsiderthemap~:T-*[O,n]givenby~(i)=~ci(.NowITI=Z+l=64t2+l. 
Also T= ut’=l p-l [(a-l)n/8 t, an/8 t] . It cannot be that the cardinality of each 
I_L -1 [(a-l)n/8tg an/8t] is G 8t, lest I TI G 64t2. We see therefore that there exists 
a subset Tr of T such that I T1 I = 8 t + 1 and for all i, j E T1, Ip(i) - p(j) I< n/8 t. Thus 
(22) IlCil- lcillGz/8t forall i,jETI; T&T; IT1(=8t+l. 
Next consider the map V: T, + [0,2n] given by v(i) = Igi I. Then 
T1 = u$;, v-l [(a-l)n/4t, an/4t]. It cannot be that each v-l [(a-l)n/4t, om/4t] 
lm at most one element lest 1 Tll G 8t contradicting (22). It follows that there exist 
i, j E Tl such that i <j and (v(i) -v(i) I < n/4t. Theu 
(2 ) 3 llgil - Igill <n/4t for some’ i, jE Tl, i <j. 
By (21) we get 
(24) giCidihi=gjCjdjhj= V2 l 
By (12), (:20), lCjdjl= lujl> Iw~= IajCjl. Hence ldjl2 1~~1. By (20), we have 
W=ajfi~:djbj.r~husdj=ajPforsomepE91. Let W1=cjaj~w.Thencjdj=wlP. 
By(lS)cj 1,Cj, d*lidi.So for someq,qlEY1, Cj=qCj anddi=diql. Let ~32=Ciaj. 
Thus by (2&, (243, 
Next we claim that gi # gj 4. For suppose gi = gj 9. Then by (24), v2 = gi Ci di hi = 
gj qCi di hi = gj Cj di hi (since Cj = qCi)m Hence ci di 11)~. NOW since i and j are odd, 
k=i+l isevenandi<k<j.By(18),(19)and(21))wegetuk=c,,dkl~jdilv2 
contradicting (19). This contradiction shows that gi fgjq. Thus in (25), putting 
Al =Jfi, A2 =gjq, Bl =pqlhi, B2 “phi we get by (23), 
(26) Ap2B1 =A2u2B2; AI +A,; 
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By Lemma 1.2(v) there exist x,y E Fzl, m E N such that 02 = x(yx)“, 
Iyxl= 11A11- lA211. Let U=yx, z=qx. Then by(26) 
Also, by (25) 
(28) WZc31 =qw2 =(qx)(yx)rn =zU”. 
By (25) and (27), 
(29) 
Hence by (12) (27), (28), (29) and the fact that 2 t - 1 2 II we get 
mlUI=EUml=n- Izl>n-$=(Zt-l)c>IU((2t-1). 
Since IUI>Owegetm>2t-1 whence 
(30) m>2t. 
Now let U = VA where X E Z+ md V primitive. Hence by (27), (28), (29), (30) we get 
(31) ,lvlqul~~; w=zvAm; IzIG&; Xm>m>2t. 
It follows by (12) that w E (V, 2 t) C (T, 2t). This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 4.12. Let U, V E F be primitive words, t E Z+, t > 7. Let o1 E (U, 2 t), 
w2 E(V,2t), IwJ =n, /w2( = mSuppose further that m < 2n, n < 2m and that 
WI -w2. Then U= V, 01 E(V,t)and “2 E(U,t). 
Roof.Bysymmetrylet [U(>(Vl.Nowforsomex,yE91,j,kEZ+, 
01, w2 are primitive; 
(32) q =xUk, 1x1 <n/2t, IUl Gn/2t, k>2t; 
w2zyVi, Iyl <m/2& IV1 Gm/2t, j>2t. 
I&i= $k if k is even and i (k-l) if k is odd. Then k - 1 < 2i Gk. Hence 
U2’ I’xUk --) o1 implying U2’ +01. Also lwll= lxUk) 2 IU2il. By Lemma 1.3(iv), 
Ui(ol.Sincek~2t(soifkisoddthenk~2t+1)wegeti~t>/7.Also, 
lUil=ilU&+ lui=~(Iu~l-IuI)=~(lw~l-IxI-lul) 
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Since i - 4 > !ji we get 
(33) 
Moreover 
(34) l@l<3n 3m ‘2t< 7-v -$+Jzl- lyl=lv). 
Next U’IW, * ~2 s Viy where by Ui + V$. So by Lemma I .3(ii), 
(35) SUiP(Viy)r for some rE Z+‘, r >, 2, S,TE 9, ISI < IViyl. 
We claim that U21Vj. If ISU2( < IVi I then SU2 I. Vi and ZJ2 1 Vi. Next assume 
lSU21 > IVil. Then by (33), (35) we get I?\< (V)y I < ISUi-21. Then by (35), 
s I Vjy 1 SW2 i i and by Lemma 1.2 (ii), 
(36) Viy=SU*D, IDI<lUl, U=DF forsome D,FEFFl, aEN. 
Now ISUQl G I Viy I < ISUiw2 I implying ar G-3. By (39, SUiT=(SULILD)(Vjy)r-l 
So SUaDFUi-Q-l T = (SWD) (Vj~)~-l. Therefore 
(37) FUj-~-lT=(V]‘Y)r-l, i-a--l 22. 
BY (34), (3% 
IFU2( < IU31 < IVjl . 
So by (37), FU2 1, Vi implying U2 I Vi. By Lemma 1.4 (iv), U E V. Hence for some 
A,BEFFl, U=Ab, V=BA.So 
Also, 
“1 %@B)k E (BxA)(BA)~-~ =x1 Vk-l where x1 = BxA . 
q sy(BA)j E(AyB)(AB)j-1 =ylUjW1 where y1 = AyB. 
lxll=Ixl+IuI~2t zt ;; n+n= 
WI = WI g 2* mcY; 
lvl=lul+;; 
k-1>2t-1X; j-1>2t-lat. 
Hence 02 E (U, t) and o1 E (V, t). This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 4.13. Assume (*). Let (I’,--) be a finite graph and t E Z+, t >, 7. Then 
there exist a representation ‘p of I-' and a primitive word V E 9 such that rp(lY’) E ~9 
and cp(r) C (V, t)* 
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Proof. Let 4 4 I’and let I?’ =lY~.LetZ=64t2andsetA=A~+A~.SetT’l=T’tXh 
where for (x,y), (x’J’) E rl we define (x,y)-&y’) if and only if x =x’ and 
y-y’, or x #x’ and x- x’. By Lemma 4.5 there exists a representation $ of FI 
such that $(I’,) E Q . Let x E I”. Consider the representation 8 of A given by 
0(jQ = $(x,y). Then 0(A) E CD. By Lemma 4.11,0(A) n (V, 2t) # 0. So for each 
x E I” there exists y, E A such that Jl(x, y,) E (V, 2t). Consider the representation 
9 of I” given by V(X) = rL(x,y,). Then cp(I”) E CD and cp(L”) E (V, 2t). Let u = (p(E)= 
SO u E (V, 2t) for some primitive VE 9. Let x E r, g(x) = u. Since x-6 we get 
u- u. Since u E (V, 2 t) we have u E ( UY 2 t) for some primitive U in Fz‘. Since 
cp(T”) E ‘D, by Lemma 4.12, u E (V, t). It follows that cp(r) E (V, t). We see that cp 
restricted to F is the required representation. 
Definition. Let VE 7 be primitive. 
(1) G;, E (V,O, 1) if and only if o E 9, w is primitive, o = a@&b for some 
a,b E By, y E 9, i, j E Z+, i,f>3suchthatba=V, (V2yY21<ii~I, 
Iwl< 2IY’+i+ll, VX. y, qy. 
(2) G;I E (V,O,2) ifland only if o E 9, w is primitive, o = x1 Vi,2 for some 
x1,x2 ET1, iEZ+, i>3 suchthat V$xz, K&xl, Ys,@lVi, Vsrf Vix2xl, 
Ix&G IV’-21. 
Lemma t4.14. Let VE 9 be primitive. Then (V, 20) & (V,O, 1)1 U (F/,0,2). 
Proof. Let w E (V, 20). Then o E 9 and 
(38) IwI=~EZ+, Uisprimitive; w=x’P forsome x’EP, 
kEz+, k>,20; Ix’l, IVl<11/20. 
NOWX’ = V%VE2 for some cl, ~2 EN, x E 7’, V,j’. x, V&x. Let I = k + cl + ~2. 
Then w =xVz, 2 > k. Now if x = 1 then o E Vr and be have a contradiction to 
Lemma 1.4(ii). Thus by (38) we have 
(39) Iwl=nEZ+; c3 is primitive; 0 E x Vr for some x E 9, 
Hence 
Also 





-5Gn - 1x1 - IV*1 = IV’-21. 
IVz( =n - Ix&n. 
Thus by (39) 
(40) l~l~lV~-~~~ lV2xV21&z; IVrl&n. ¶ 
Also, by (39), 
(40 w=BA, AB=xVz forsome A,BEY. 
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C&I. IAIGIxl.SetA=x2sothatx=x2xl forsomex ~?land,=x~Vjx~. 
Since VJix and V/,x we get V,$x2, V/,X,. Next if V 1 lixVz or V2 If Vlx we 
get Ix I < I VI for otherwise V Ii x or V If x, a contradiction. Thus in such a case 
XV Ii v2 or f?L I, v2. By Lemma 1 .Z(iv) we would then have x E ((V}P , a contra- 
diction since x # 1 and 1x1 C I VI. We have thus shown that V2 Xi xVf and V2 X, V/x. 
SO Vs xi XV’, V5 Xf Vk Combined with (39), (40) we see that o E (V,O, 2). 
Case2. IAI=~xV~I.Thenw=xV~.Soo=B’A’,xV~=~’~’,vvith~’= l.Hence 
IA’ I G Ix I and we are in case 1. 
Case 3. The only case left is Ix!< IA I < lxVzI. Then by (41), A Ii XV’ and by 
Lemma 1.2(ii) 
A=xV~, ba=V forsome jEN, a,bE% 
Hence IV~IGIAl - IxI<IV~Iimplyingj<Z.Soi=I--j-- 1 EN.So 
xvi =xV&ba)Vi implying by (41) that B = aVi. Hence by (41) 
(42) w=aVixVjb; ba= V; i+j+ 1 =I. 
Thus if i, j 2 3 then by (39), and (40) o E (V,O, 1) and we are done. So we are left 
with the following case 
(43) iG2 or jG2. 
Now we claim that Vi+2 1. baVix, for otherwise Vi+2 I. Vi+lx implying V 1 i x 
a contra&ction. So V i+2 i baVix. We also claim that Vi+2Jf baVix. For otherwise 
Vi+2 I, Vi+lx. Since VJ,: we get Ix!< IVl. So IVxl< IV21 and Vx I, V2. By 
Lemma 1.2 (iv), x E ((r/D1 a contradiction since x f 1 and Ix I < WI. Hence 
Vi+2 ,f, baVix. Similarly Vj+2 ,fi xViba, Vj+2 ,& xVjba. So 
(44) Vi+2J baVix* i , 
Vi+2/ baVix; Vi+2,f.xVjba; 
f 
vj+2/ xvjba . 
1 f 
NowifK2thenj=Z-i- 1 >17andlaVixl<laV2x/~~n.Similarlyifj~2 
then i = 2 - j - 1 2 17 and IxVjb I G&z. So by (42), (43), (44) we see that 
. 
(45) - u=ylVmy2 forsome yl,y+9, mEZ+, m217, 
l_YllG$n, l.V2lGin, v41iy2y1, V4XfY2Yl l 
Nowyl = z1 V”, y2 = Vv2zL, for some v1,v2 EN, 21,~ E 9l, V,@, Vi, ~1. 
If V4 (pl, then V4 Ii Vv2+4 Ii V ‘*z2z1 =y2z1 Ii y2y1, a contradiction. Similar- 
ly V 4X, z2z1. So letting t = m + v1 + v2 we get, 
w=zlVrz2 forsome z1,22EY1, tEZ+, t>,17, 
<46) 
lql Gin, 14 +; V4Jiz2z1, v4Xfz2zl, ‘Xiz2, V’,‘l’ 
so 
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(4-n 
2n 2n 2n 
/222J <J <n - 5 - z<n - /z2z11 - IV21 = IVt-21. 
We next claim that Ys xi z2z1 Vt. For suppose V? Ii 22~~ Vt. Then since V4 Xi 2221 
we get Iz2z11< IV41. So Iz2zlVl < IV51 and z2zlVli Y5 which by Lemma 1.2(iv) 
implies “221 E NV)9 . Since c3 p Ytz2z1 we get by Lemma 1.4 (ii) a contradiction 
to the fact that w is primitive. So Vs Xi r2z1Vf. Similarly V5 Y, Vfz2z1. So by (46) 
and (47), o E (V,O,2). This proves the lemma. 
Definition. Let I’ be a graph and t E Zf . Then I’@) = (I? ,-) where for 
(.q 9 l=*9 x,)9 (VI9 l **9 v,) E r@) we define (x1, . . . . Xt) - (yl, . . . . ut) if and only if 
(x1 9 Do=9 X.t) = (Vl, l 09 U,) or Xi -ri in I’ where i is the largest integer, 1 < i < t, 
such that ~i fyi. 
Remark ,4.15. In the above definition notice that I’(‘) = I?. Also, if t > 1 and z E I‘ 
then the induced subgraph I’!) = ((xl, ,.., xt_l,z)lq, . . . . +_l E I’) of I’(‘) is iso- 
morphic to I’ @-? Moreover if for each z E I’ we choose X, E r!) then x,--x,, 
if and only if z- z’ in I’. Hence the induced subgraph {x,lz E I’) of I’@) is iso- 
morphic to r. 
Lemma 4.16. Le: I’ be a graph and r, t E Z+, r \( t. Suppose l-‘@) = Pl U . . . U Pr. 
l%en for some i E Z’, 1 < i < r, there exists an induced subgraph of I’@) which is 
isomorphic to I’ and is also contained in Pia 
Roof. Wle can assume, without loss of generality, that r = t. Otherwise we can 
define Pi = P, for r < i G t. If t = 1 there is nothing to prove. We now proceed by 
induction on t. So let t > 1. We use the notation of Remark 4.15. If for some z E r, 
I’@) n Pt = 0 then r$P1 U ..” U Pr 1 anoS the induced subgraph I’f) is isomorphic 
to’ I’@-l? We are then done by the induction hypothesis. So we may assume that 
I’@) n P # 0 for each z f I’ So for each z E I’ there exists x, E I’!) R Pt. So 
{zz IL E?‘} 5 Pt. Also the induced subgraph {xZ lz E I’) is isomorphic to I’. This 
proves thie lemma. 
Definition. Let I’ be a graph and cp a representation f I’. 
(1) cp iis of type 1 if cp(I?) E (D and p(r) C (V,O, 1) for some primitive I/E % 
Ther 9 restricted to any induced subgraph if I’ is also of type 1. 
(2) ‘p iis of type 2 if cp(I’)E CD and cp(r) C (V,O,2) for some primitive VE T. 
Then cp restricted to any induced subgraphif I’ is also of type 2. 
Lemma 4.17. Assume (*). Then either every finite graph has a representation of 
type 1 or every finite graph has a representation of typt 2. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a finite graph Q, such that Cp has no representation f 
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type 1. Let rl be any finite graph and set I’ = rl + a. So I’ has no representation of 
type 1. By Lemma 4.13 there exists a representation 9 of I’@), V E Y primitive such 
that q(fi*)) E 9 and ~~(fl*)) E (V, 20). By Lemma 4.14, &r(2)) C ( V,O, 1) u ( v,o,;,). 
Then Lemma 4.16 implies that there exists an induced subgraph r’ of r(2) such that 
I” is isomorphic to I’ and &I”) C (KO, 1) or q(1“) C (V,O,2). Since r has no repre- 
sentation of type 1 and (p(r(*)) E Q we get cp(T”)E (V,O,2) and g(l?)E CD. SO r’ 
has a representation f type 2. Since rl is an induced subgraph of I’ and I’ is iso- 
morphic to r’ we conclude that rl has a representation f type 2. This proves the 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.18.5er x,_Y, V E F, S, T f yl, k E Z+, k 2 5. Suppose further that V is 
primitive, VX. x, Vy,y, VX,y, VXfxand 1x1< lyl< lVk-4). Then 
(i) If SViyV2T = VkxVk then either Vy = XV, ory V = Vx, or else S = Vk-:! = T 
and x =y. 
(ii)Ifx=yandSV2xV2T= VkxVk then+ Vk-2= T. 
(iii) If x =y and SV2xV2T = ( Vkx)3 then either S = Vkw2 or S = VkxVk-2. 
(iv) If V2y V2 -+ Vkx then either Vx = y V, or x V = Vy, or else x = y. . 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that x 4 GVN1 andy $E <<VD1. 
(i) First assume ISV21 < lVkl andyV # Vx. We will show that S = Vkv2 := T 
and x =y. Now SV2 I. Vk. By Lemma 1 .I? (rr’), SE WDr. Hence S = VI for some 
jENandj+2<k.S; 
(48) S=Vi; yV2T=V’xVk; j,Z=k-j-2EN. 
We claim that I = 0. For suppose 22 1. Then since Vliy we get lyl< IVI. If72 2 
then IyVl< IV21 < iVzl and yV Ii Vz implying by Lemma 1.2(iv) thaty E W#, 
acontradiction.SoZ=l andyV2T=VxVK.Since IxIGIyIweget IV.1~ IyVl 
mdyV= Vxcufor somearEC Further Ial= Iyl- Ixl< Iyl <IVl.We have 
al/T= Vk. By Lemma 1.2(iv), o! EWN1. Since lori < IV1 we have a = 1 iniplying 
Y V = VX contrary to our assumption. So in (48 j we must have I= 0 and 
(49) yV2T=xVk, S= Vk-2. 
Since ly I> 1x1 we get y = xfl for some fl E ‘3’. Hence flV2T = Vk and by Lemma 
1.2(iv) fl E ((V))’ . Since fl I, y and V ,j’, y it must be that p = 1. Hence x =: Y and bY 
(49), S = Vk-2 = T. 
By a dual argument we see that lV2TI G lvkl and VU fxvimpb s= T= vku2 
Andy =y. So we are Ieft with the case lV2TI > lVkl, lSV21 > lVkI- ht then 
GO) Ixl= ISV21 - lVkl + IyI + jV2T( - lVkl > Iy 
This contradiction proves (i). 
(ii) Since V is primitive and x $ U9? we get Vx f s V 
(iii) We have 
(51) SV2xV2T = VkxVkxVkx . 
. 
We are now done by (i). 
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If (SV2xV21 G lVkxVki iiili;n SV2xV2 li VkxVk and by (ii) S = Vke2. So let 
lSV2xV21 > IVkxVkl. Then 
IS1 > 1vq + lwq 3 lVkxl l 
By (51) we get 
(52) S = Vkx$ for some S’ E 9; S’V*xV*T= VkxVkx . 
If IS’V2xV21 G IVkxVkl then S’V2xV2 ii VkxVk and by (ii) S’ = VkB2. So by 
(52) S = VkxVkB2 and w e are done. So we are left with the case IS’V2xV21> IVkxVkl. 
Hence 
By (S2), we get 
(53) S’ = VkxS” for some S” E 9; S”V2xV2T= Vkx . 
But then S”V2xV2TVk = VkxVk and by (ii), S” = Vkm2. So by (53) fkxV2T= Vkx, 
a contradiction. This proves (iii). 
(iv) Since ly I< (Vk-41 we get 
(54 ; (v;?yv21< IVkl. 
Since x # I we get VkxJ V2yV2. By Lemma 1.3(v) V2yV2 I(Vkx)2. By Lemma 
1.3 (ii), 
SV2yV2T= VkxVkx for some S,TE9 > ISI < lVkxl . 
By (541, (55) we get 
l~PyPl= IS1 + 1v2yvqc lVkxVkl .
So by (SS), 1x1< ITI and T= T’x for some T’ E 9. Hence SV*yV*T = VkxVk. 
We are now done by (i). 
Lemma4.19.Leto~,w~,~,VE9,a~,b~,a~,b~~~~,i~,i~,j~,j~~Z’.Se? 
A, =a& A2 =a2Vi2, B, = Virb,, B2 = Vj2b2. Suppase that Vis primitive, 
Vlix, Vl,x, q = AlxBI, o2 = A2xB2, 02,lQq, blq = b2a2 = KAsstune 
further that i,, jl, i2, j2 > 2 and (V2xV21 6 lViz+lzfll- Then ~13 ~2 ifand dy 
iffB1 Ii B2ti2 andAl I, c+A2. 
Proof. Suppose first that B1 1, B+Q, A 1 I, u2A2. Then by Iemma 1.2 (i), 
01 =AlxB, lqA2xB2~2 = o$ whence o1 + ~2. Conversely let 01 -+ ~32. By 
Lemma 1.3(v), o1 I u2. w k = i2 + j2 f 1 > 5. Then w2 s Vkx whence 
u$ l(vkx)3. So a1 I(V i x)~ and 
. . 
Slal VilxVilbl Tl = (V k x) 3 forsome S,,T$Yl. 
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Let S=S*q v i1-2, T= Vil-*b, TI. Then 
(56) SV*xY*T = ( Vkx)3 . 
Also, 
A* =a1 Vi’ lfSIQl vil-*v* =sy* ;
B, = Vjlbl 1 Vilbl Tl = V*T 
i . 
Thus ’ 
(57) A, I,SV *; Bl). V*T. 
Since IV*XV*I G lVkl we getrlxl< lVk-4) Thus by Lemma 4 lS(iii) s = l/k-* or 
S = V’XV~-*. By (S6), T= Vk-*x Vkx or’T = Vk-*x. So in any case 
SV* I, VkxVk I, 4A2 ; V*T I VkxVkx 4 B2w; . 
i 
So by (57) 
2 
‘1 I, “2’2 ; 2 ‘1 Ii ‘2W2 l 
IfIAtl>lw2A2Jor(BtI~IB2W21,thenw21AlorW21B1 implyingW++ 
acontradiction.So (Al(<)02A21and lell<(B2~21.HenceAl If+2 and 
Bt Ii RZw2 proving the lemma. 
Lemma 4.20. There exists a fznite graph which has no representation of type 1. 
Proof. We assume that every finite graph has a representation f type 1 and obtain 
a contradiction. Let I = (0, l}, J = { 1,2,3} and let I’ = I X J where for 
(i,j), (i’,j’) E r we defme (i,j)-(i’,j’) it and only if (i,j) = (i’,j’) or j’“sj’. Let 
g 4 r and let q be a representation f r + g of type 1. Then for some primitive 
V E 9, g(r + 5) S (V,O, 1) and g(T’+ 5) E CD . Let G) = ~(6) and SQ = rp(l?). Then 
u- UforalluEsQ.Sinceg(r+@Z9wegetu~w, &u, lul<2lwl, 
loI< 2 Itc I, for all u f d. Let u E d . Then since u, c3 E (V,O, l), we have 
Cd=cVlXV”d; u=aV$V’“‘b; vxix, VW,& vy,y, VY,;-; 
ba=dc= V; a,b,c,dEy? x,yEy, 
(58) 
l,rn,Il,nrl E z+, l,m,ll,ml 23, lV*xV*1+4, 
Iv*yvq G$.dl, Iwl G2)v~+m+ll, 1241 G21?7z’+m’+1 I * 
First assume lyl d 1x1. Then since V*xV* Iu-u we get V*xV* -+ u. Let 
k, =I, + ml + 1 2 5. Then u 2 Vkly whereby V*xV* + Vkly. Moreover, 
(VW*1 G&.dl<$lUl< IVk’l. 
Hence IylGlxl<lV kl-4( and by (58)and Lemma 4.18(iv) we get Ix]= lyl. 
Thus in any case we can assume Ix I G 1 y I. Then V*y V* lu + o implying 
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V*y Y* + o. Let k = I + m + 1 2 5. So o s Vkx whereby V*y Y* + I&. Moreover 
Iv*ytr*l~~lu]<~lwl~lVkl. 
Hence 1.~~1 G Iyl< IV R-41. So by (58) and Lemma 4.1.8 (iv) we have that either 
x=y or Vx =yVorxV= Vy. We see by (58) that in any case we can write 
u=aVixVh, i,jEZ+, i,j>2, i+j+ 1 =I, +ml + l.Moreover, 
1’c;r&q7*1= ~2~~21 <&I < ~vli+mr+ll= Ivi+i+ll . 
To summarize, there exists a fixed x E Y such that V,( x, V ff x and so that every 
u E SQ admits a decomposition of the following type 
(59 u=AxB; A=aVi, B=Vjb, ba=V; a,bETl, i,jEZ+; 
i, j > 2, IV*xV*l f IVi+j+ll . 
We fix one such decomposition for each u E SQ. Let ~1,242 E s-d and corresponding 
to (59) let u1 = ApB1, u2 = ApB2. If u1 f 2.42 then since SQ E CD we have that 
u2,/ul.30byLemma4.19 u1+u2 ifandonlyifB1 IiB2u2andAl lfu2A2. If 
u1 = u2 then the same holds trivially since we are fixing one decomposition for each 
wordins4.Soforanyq,u+& 
(60) ul +u2 if and only if Bl Ii B2242 and A, I, u2A2 , 
where in (59) u1 = A,xB, and u2 = A2xB2. 
Next, with respect to (59) choose u1 = A,xS, E SQ with I AlI maximal. Similarly 
choose u2 = A2xB2 E d with lB21 maximal. We have 
(61) q = P&J,), u 2%p(X2,t2) forsome X$+V, Q,t+J. 
We can choose t E J such that t # tl, t # t2. Let 
cp(0, t) = 243 = A3xB, with respect to (59), 
~(1, t) = 244 = A4xB4 with respect to (59). 
By maximality of I Al I and lB2 I we have 
(63) IA319 11441 G IAll ; IB,I, lB41 G IB21 .
Since t f tl, t St t2 we have by (61), (62), 
(64) U1 -1d3, U*--U3, Ul---U4, U*--U4. 
BY MO, (63), (64) we get 
44, IfA, I, u4A4; A, IfA, I, u3A3; 
So we get 
‘3 Ii’, Ii’,‘,; ‘4 Ii ‘2 Ii ‘3~3* 
A3 1, U4A4, ‘3 Ii ‘4~4, ‘4 I, ~3’3, ‘4 Ii ‘3~3. 
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Soby (6% ~3 -~4. Hence by (62), (0, t)-( 1, t) , a contradiction. This proves 
the lemma. 
Lemma 4.21. Let V, w E 9, ~1 ,x2 E cZ1, i E Z+. Suppose tkt Y is primitive, 
i>3, w=x~V$, vxixz, VXfXI’ V5XiX2XIVi, VSXf vix,x,, IX2XIl~ IV’-21. 
Let% = ((S,T)IS,TET1, SVjT=w2]. Then 
(i) I%1 G 10. 
(ii) v~+q& 
Rd. (i) For (S, T) E (X set 8(S, T) = S, p(S, T) = T. If (S, T), (S’, T’) E X and 
S(S, 7’) = 6(S’, T’) then S = S’ and SV’T = a2 = S’ViT’. Hence T = T’ and 6 is one 
to one. Similarly p is injective. 
Next let (S, T) E%. Then 
(6% 
. . . 
SV’T =x1 V’x,x, V’x2 . 
First assume ISI < IxJ. Then x1 = Sy for somey E 7 and 
ViT=yVix2xIVi,2. 
Also 
IyVl G 1X2X1 VI < pq . 
HenceyV Ii Vi. Sy Lemma 1.2(iv), y E WD1. Since y # 1 we get J’ E KV/>>. 
Hence V I, y I, x1 implying V I, x1, a contradiction. Thus lxll G ISl. Similarly 
1x21 f ITI. Hence 
(66) S=x$, T= T’x2 for some S’, T’ E< F1 . 
By (65) we get, 
(67) 
. . . 
S’V’T’ = V’x2x1Vz . 
First assume IS’Vl k IVil. Then S’V Ii Vi and by Lemma 1.2(iv), S’ = Vi for some 
j E N. Hence 
Vi+/7’= ’ V’X2Xl v’ . 
’ Thus VjT’ = x2x1 r:yl and Vi Ii x2x1 Vi. By hypothesis j < 4. Also S = x 1 Vi. Hence 
(6% IS’VIGIVil implies 1 SE{xlV IE=0,3,...,4)=X. 
By a dual argument 
(69) IVT’I<IVil implies TE{V1x21Z=0,...,4}= Y. 
The only case left is when IS’ VI > 1 Vi1 and 1 VT’ I> 1 Vi 1. Then by (67), 
Hence (x2x11 > IV jD2( , a contradiction. Hence by (68), (69), u E 3c implies 
6(u) E X or p(u) E Y. Since 1X1= IYI = 5 and p and 6 ;;re injections we see that 
lcK1 G 10. 
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(ii) Suppose Vi+lo I ~2. Then SVi+loT= a2 for some & 7’E yl. Then for 
jEN, OGjGlO, (sV~)V’(V1*-j)T=w? 
Hence (:PVj, V l”-jZ+) E 3c for j = 0,l , . . . . 10. This contradicts (i). 
LRmrma 4.22. There exists a finite graph which has no representation of type 2. 
Proof. We assume that every finite graph has a representation f type 2 and obtain 
a contradiction. Let A = Alo be the graph in Construction 4.7. Let I’ = A(l**)+ dl**) 
and le? 8 be zr epresentation f I’ of type 2. Then SQ = e(r) E (D and there exists 
VE 9 primitive such that SQ E (V,O,2). So for each o E SQ, 
(70) 
w=x,vayU, (Y=(;Y(W)EZ+, cwa3, xw,ywE 9, ‘Xi y”, 
‘Wf x,, “Xi yOxWvQI, ‘5X, varywx”, Iy,x”l ~ lvol-21 l 
Choose w. E SQ such that j = Q(wO) is minimal. Let 00 = 6(j~,X) where 1c( E til**) 
and X E (0, 1). Consider the representation q of &l”) given by g(u) = @(v, 1 --A). 
Let 30 = ,P(A(~**)). Then g E 94 whence c10 E (D . For all u E CIO, u-00. Then if 
in (70) a(u) = k, then Vk I u. Since OQ E 0, u I a$ Hence Vk I ai. Now by Lemma 
4.21 (ii), V~“*]U$ Hence k G j+9. By minimality of j we have j Gk whereby 
(71) ar(u)EL = {j+O, j+l,..., j+9} for all zf ECIO. 
Now for u E 3, u = xUVQ(*)yU and since u I ~8 we get 
(72) 
2 w. =auxUV”(U)y,b, for some au, bU E ‘T1. 
Let’K={(S,T)IS,TE~1,~V~‘T=o~}.ByLemma4.21,~~~~10.ForuE~, 
we see by (71), (72) that 6(u) = (aUxUVQ(u)-j, yUb,) E3c. So 61(u) = 
(a(u), 6(u)) EL X CK for all u E 9, Hence IL X % 1 G 100. Also 
Since CIO = q(A( loo)), we see by Lemma 4.16 that there exists an induced subgraph 
A’ of l\(l”@ such that A’ is isomorphic to A and c = cp(A’) c 6 i1 (5) for some 
g EL X3c. Since c E 30 we get c f (D . Hence there exists a representation $ of A 
such that $(A), = c C fiT’(IJ. So for all u, u E c, a(u) = a(u) and 
(aUxU W”)-j, yUb,) = (a,xJa(u)-j, y,b,). Hence there exists t E Z+ such that 
t = a(u) for all u E c and for all u, u E e , a,x, = a,x, and yUb, = yU b,. Hence 
(73) u := x,V ty, for all u E c ; a,x, = a,x,, 
Y&J =y$, forall u,vEC 
For u, u f 6 we have by (73) that x, 1, x, or x, If x,. We define u G u if and only 
if x, If x,. Evidently < is transitive and for all u, u E &, u < u or u < u. Let 
ud&u.Thenx, =x,. By(73) u=xJty, =xUVtyU, v=x,,VtyI,. Now by(73) 
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yuliY,,orYUliY,~pLying~liuor~I.u.Since~E~ wegetu=u.ThusGisa 
linear order on c. Now again let U, u E k , u < u. Then it cannot be that yu Ii y,. 
For otherwise we get by (73) and Lemma 1.2(i) that u = xuVtyu I X, Vty, = u. 
Since c E Q we get u = u , a contradiction. Thus by (73)-v, Ii -vu. Hence 
(74) u,uE c, u < 21 implies %A 1,x” and Y,‘iYU l 
Let q, w2,03 E C, q C 02 C 03. Then by (73), (74), 
X,1 f Ix Ix 02 f W3’ ‘W3 Ij ‘W2 Ii ‘WI* 
Thus by (73) and Lemma 1.2(i) we get 
(79 02 Ixwjvtyw~ for any q,o2,~~ f c such that ~1 CW, <a,. 
Now since e = $(A) and A = AI0 we see by Lemma 4.10 that there exist distinct 
elements ul, . . . . 31, u E C such that 
(76) u1 <u, < . . . <zQ~; ui-u if i is odd, 
Ui++U for i even (1 G921, iEZ+). 
LetM= {1,3,5 ,...,21).ThenIMI=ll.Since CE’D,wegetby(76)thatu-Iv2 
for i EM. Hence for each i EM there exist A,, Bi E T1 such that AiUiBi = u . Thus 5 
by (7% 
(77) AiXu .VtyuiBi = u2 for all i EM. 
Letl?={($T)I&QE71, SVfT=u2).By(70),(73)andLemma4.21, jPl<lO. 
NOW by (77), (Ai+, yuiBi) EE, for all i EM. Since IA41 = 11 there exist i,Z EM, 
i <I such that (Aixui, yuiBi) = (A~x~~,Y,, Bl). Hence by (77) 
U2 = AlXulVfYuiBi l 
Since i and I are odd, k = i + 1 < 2 and k is even. Hence Ui < Uk < ~1. By (75) 
Uk lx,~vfyui l 
So by (78) uk I u2 whereby uk + u. But this contradicts (76) proving the lemma. 
. 
Combining Lemmas 4.17,4.20 and 4.22 we see that (*) is false. We have thus 
proved‘ the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.23. mere exists a finite graph not contained in the free semi-group. 
Remark 4.24. While our proof of Theorem 4.23 was not formally constructive, a 
closer examination of the proof shows that we actually have produced aconcrete 
finite graph not contained in the free semigroup. However, the order of this graph 
is astronomically arge (between 1010” and lOlop where cy = log, P = lOlo). The 
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problem of finding ‘small’ graphs not contained in the free semigroup remains open. 
5. Equations of the archimedean relation 
In this section we study the archimedean relation on a free semigroup by 
establishing a correspondence with the solutions of a particular equation. While 
special equations in the free semigroup have been studied for a long time by various 
authors, asystematic study of equations in the free semigroup was begun only 
recently by Andre Lentin [3,15,16]. We start by taking care of some preliminary 
cases. 
Theorem 5.1. Let q, u2 E F. Then q 102 and q -02, if and only if one of 
the follo wiilg is true. 
(i) There exist a, b,c E T1, i E Z’ such that w1 = abc and ~9 = bc(abc)iab, 
Or 
(ii) mere exist a, b,c E F1, i E Z+ such that w1 = abc and 9 = c(ab#a. 
Proof. The converse being trivial, let o1 102 and ol---w2. So 10~1 G 1~21. If
lwJ= 1021 then o1 = 02 and (ii) holds trivially with a = c = i = 1. So let 
1~~1 C 1-l. Now o1 = 61’ for some t E Z+ and some primitive U E ?. Then 
4~~ + U. Since IV1 < 10~1 we get 02,/‘U. By Lemma 1.3(i) there exist k E N, 
x,yEFl suchthatxl U, yliU, lxl<lUl, lyI<IUIand02=xUky.There 
existxl,ylEYsucht txlx=U=yyl.SinceUf=w~lw2wegetu~U~u~=xUky La 
for some ul, u1 E F1. So (xlul)Ur(u!yl) =xlxUkyyl = Uk+? Since x1 # 1 and 
y1 =f 1, Lemma 1.2(iv) implies thatxlul,ulyl f((Uk So lUk+21= 
l(xInl)Ut(uly~)l 2 lUt+21. This implies that t G k. Hence k = it +j for some i E Z+, 
j-EN, j<t-l.So 




w2 = xG;.iz, zlic+ xlfol, iEZ+. 
Hence ux = zu = q for some u, u E F1. Let us first assume lu 1 G lz I. Then z = ua 
for some a E Y1. So x = av and ~1 = zuru. By (79) we get 
“1 = uau, o2 = au(m#ua , i E Z+. 
Thus (i) holds. Next assume lz I< lu 1. Then u = zb for some b E T1. Then a1 = zbx. 
So by (7% 
wl = zbx, w2 =x(zbx)‘z, i E Z+ . 
So (ii) holds. This proves the theorem. 
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Definition. (1) The class c3 = {(01,~#+02 E 9(Q) for some non-empty set 52 
such that I WI I G 102 1 and q-9). 
(2) The class SO = ((q,w2) ~(9 , 02) E ‘s and q I 4. 
Note that Theorem 5.1 completeIy characterizes so. 
Lemma 5.2. Let u, v, w E 9’ such that uvc3 (uv2ti. 77ten either uvw Ii uv2, or 
uvo I, UV2U 
Proof. If v = 1 then uvo = uv2w and there is nothing to prove. So let v St 1. Then 
v = Vf for some t E Z+, VE Y such that Vis primitive. Since uvw I uv2a we get 
SuvoT = uv2m for some S, T E 9’. 
If S = I, then there is nothing to prove . So let S # 1. Let u = x P, x E yl, cy f N, 
V&x, Thus 
(80) Sx V”+%T = x VQ+2tw , S#l. 
Thus SX = xy and UT = zw for some y, z E 7’. Since S # 1 we get y # 1. By (80) 
we get 
yp+tz = p+2tm 
By Lemma 1.2(iv), y E WD1. Since y # 1 we get V I, y I, xy = Sx. Since VI, x 
we get x I, I? Hence 
uvo =xP!+kJ 1, Va+t+lW 1, P+% I, xP+% = uv2,. 
This proves the lemma. 
Emma 5.3. Let q,02 E Y such that loll< 10~1, cqj’~~ and ~3~ -+ q. Then 
there exist a, b,c E Y 1 such that q = abc and o2 = bcab. 
Proof. If 02 I a1 then since lwll G 1~21 we get o1 = 02 which implies 0119, 
a contradiction. Hence “2 ,/q. By Lemma 1.3(i) there exist x,y E T1, k E N 
such that x I, wl, y Ii w1 and w2 =&y. Since q& we get k = 0. Hence 
~2=xy.SincexIfo~ andy$wlwegetcJ1=ax=ycforsomea,cE7 l 1 Now 
laxI=lwll~l”21=Ixyl.Hence laIGlyI.Thusy=abforsomebECJ1.This 
implies that o1 = abc and x = bc. Hence w2 = xy = bcab. This proves the lemma. 
IMinition.(l)Theclass J={(al,a2,a3,a4)lal,a2,a3,a~E?(R)1 forsome 
non-empty set St such ttlat 1 Zala2a3a4 Ii adala2a2a& If CJ = (al,a2,a3,a4) E 3 
then f(u) = (ala2a3a4,a2a3a4ala2) E 13. 
(2) The cla.ss 3 * = ((b4, b,, b2, bl) I bl, b2, b3, b4 E y(a)l for some non-empty 
setasuchthat 1 fb4b3b2bll b3b2b2blb4}.Ifo=(b4-b3,b2,bl)Ec!* then 
g(o) = (b4b3b2bl, b,b, b4b3b2$ E x. 
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Thesrem 5.4. Let (~1, ~2) E % such that (q, w2) 4 &. 7?ien either there exists 
o E J such that (wl, ~2) = f (0) or there exists o E $” such that (wl, ti2) =g(a). 
Roof. Let ul, a2 E F. Then loll\< 1~~1, 02---ol, u~[w~. By Lemma 5.3 
there exist a, b, c E Ff such that abc = q and bcab = ~2. Now as 1 a1 I< 1% I and 
o1 #w 
T 
we get w2 YwI. By Lemma 1.3(v), a1 I 03. So trlwlu = U; for some 
u,uES .Thus 
uabcv = bcabbcab . 
If luabcl G Ibcab I then o1 I uabc 1 bcab = 9 a contradiction. So Iuabc I> Ibcab 1 
whichimplieslul>Ibl.Similarly Iul>~bl.Thusu=bul, u=ulbforsome 
Ul,“l ey l. Hence by (81) we get 
(82) ulabcvl = cabbca . 
First let us assume lull1 < ICI. Thf;n c = ulcl for some cl E 9l. Thus a1 = abulcl 
and 02 = bulclab. Also by (82) we get 
abulclvl = clabbulqa . 
Since labu lcl f G Iclabbull, we get abulcl Ii clabbul. It follows that (a& ul,cl) Ed 
and (~1, ~2) = f (a, b,ul,cl). Similarly lull G la I implies that (wl, ~2) = K(Q) for 
some oE d*. So the only case left is when in (82), lull > ICI and lull > Jai. Then 
u1 = cx, 01 =ya for some x,y E 5 Hence by (82), 
xabcy = abbe. 
So abc I ab2c and by Lemma 5.2, abc Ii ab2c or abc I, ab2c. Now abc Ii ab2c implies 
(a,b,c,l)EJ andf(a,b,c,1)=(wl,wZ).AlsoabcIfab2cimplies(l,a,b,c)EJ* 
and g(l ,a, b, c) = (wl, 02). This proves the theorem. 
The reason for our interest in d and d* is now clear. Of course, studying 3* is 
dual to studying 3. Consider the following equation in free monoids F1 
(83 x1x2x3x4x5 =X4X1X2X2X3. 
In (83)x5 is completely determined by x1, x2,x3 and x4. So (83) is equivalent to 
studying 
(84) x1x2x3x4 Ii x4xlx2x2x3* 
One (trivial) solution is x1 =x2 = x3 =x4 = 1. Thus 3 is the class of all non-trivial 
solutions of (84) in free monoids. 
Theorem 5.5. Let q, w2 E 9. Then 
(i) (q,~2)=f(al,a2,a3,1)forsome(a1,a2,a3,1)Ed ifandonlyifqSti2 
or there exist a, b,c E F1, k E Z+ such that q = a(bc)kb and u2 = (bc)kbabc. 
(ii) (ol,~2)=g(l,b3,b2,bl)forsome(1,b3,b2,bl)E~* ifandonlyif 
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G! 1 E ~2 or there exist a, b, c E F1 such that o1 = b(cbjka and o2 = cbab(cb)k. 
i’roof# (ii) being dual to (i), we need only prove (i). First let ml E m2. Then c. = uu, 
02=~~forsomeu,uEa~.Then(u,l,u,l)EJ andf(u,1,u,l)=(wl,w2j.kext 
assume q = a(bc) kb and o 2 = (bc)khahc for some a, b,c E F1, k E Z’. Then 
CJ = (a, bc, (bc)k% 1)E d sndf(o) = (9,~~). 
Assume conversely that (q, 02) = f(al,az,as, 1) for some (al,az,as, 1) E ~5 l 
Then q = ala2a3 and w2 = a2a3ala2. If a2 = 1 then w1 E a2 and we are done. 
So assume a2 # 1. Now ala2a3 Ii ala2a2a3 implying a3 Ii ap3. SW Q2 + 1 y 
Iemma 1 .l (vi) implies that there exist b, c E F1, j E N such that a2 = bc, 
a3 = (bc)lb. Then w1 = a(bc)j+lb and a2 = (bc)j’lbabc where a = al. This proves 
the theorem. 
Suppose q,o2 E 9 and some letter e appears exactly once in both w1 and ~“‘2. 
Then q =aeq, w2 = be3 for some a, b, q,v2 EY1. Set q = ae, ~42 = be. Then 
01 =ulvl and 02 = 2.423. It is then easy to see that q----q if and only if 
(85) Ul 1, “?,‘2, ‘2 1, c”‘lul, ‘1 ii v2w2, “2 Ii ‘1Ol” 
Now let q,w2 E 9, u1,u2,u1,v2 E Y1 such that q =qvl, 02 = 93. Then 
it is easy to see that if (85) holds then q -02. One might wonder if wl ---G+ 
lql G 14, o1 lw2 implies the existence of ul,q, q,u2 stich that (85) hold5 
and q = ulq, 02 = ti2u2. Howc;er, the archimedean relation is too complex for 
this to be true. On the other hand, this special case of the archimedean relation is 
characterized by the situations arising in Theorem 5.5. 
Theorem 5.6. Let q, ~4~ E 9, 1 q I G I w21, q ,j’ ti2. Then there exist 
u1,u2,vl,u2 ET1 such that q = qq, a2 - “29, ui I, “p9, u2 1, qq 9 
v1 Ii 3~2, v2 Ii up1 if and only if one of the followin; is true: 
. 
0 l Ol f “2, 
Or 
(ii) There exist a,b,c E S1, k E Z' such that w1 = a(bc)kb and 02 = (bc)kbabc, 
OY 
(iii) mere exist a,b,c E F1, k E Z+ such that o1 = b(cb)ka and ~3~ = cbab(cbjk. 
Proof. First assume (i) holds. So o1 =ab, o2 = ba for some a, b E Y1. Then set 
u1=a,q=b,u2=ba,v2= 1. Next let (ii) hold. Then we set u1 = a, u1 = (bc)kb, 
u2 = (bc)“ba and v2 = bc. Finally let (iii) hold. Then we set u1 = b(cb)k, u1 = a, 
u2 = cb and v2 =ab(cb)k. 
Assume conversely that ml = ulul, u2 = 242~2 with u1,u2,ul,u2 satisfying the 
prescribed conditions. Now it cannot be that lull > lu2l and iql > 1~21 because 
then loll > 1~~1, a contradiction. So 
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By the dual nature of the theorem we may assume lull G ju2i. Then u1 1 f ~2. Now 
if luzj G Ju2j, then v1 Ii u2 which implies o1 = ulul I up2 = w2, a contradiction. 
Hence lvll>lu21an~u21iu~.Hence 
(86) u2 =yq. q=v2c forsome y,cEY% 
Nowyul = u2 1, alul. Hence 
(87) y I, “1 ‘UlVl =u1v2c. 
Also, 
lyup21= Iup = 3913 lql= lqql= I~& ’ 
Hence lyl> ICI. By (87) we get c I, y. Soy = bc for some b EY1. So by (87), 
bc 1, u1 v2c implying b I f ul 9. Thus ulv2 = ab for some a E 9’. Hence by (84), 
(88) o1 =ulvl =u1v2c=abc; a2 = u2v2 = yu1v2 = bcab. 
Next v2c = v1 li v2w2 = v2bcab. Hence c Ii bcab implying c Ii bc. Thusabc Ii abbe. 
It follows by (88) that (a, b,c, 1) E J and f (a, b,c, 1) = (wl, 02). We are now done 
by Theorem 5.5. 
Let us now get back to studying CE in general. Let u = (al,a2,a3,a4) Ed . Then 
Qa is the (finite) set of letters appearing inala2a3a4. Similarly if 8 = (01, ~2) E % 
then tie is the (finite) set of letters appearing in 0102. Now let u1 = (al,a2,a3,a4), 
u2 = (bl, b2, b3, b4) E 6. We define o1 s u2 if there exists a bijection cp: O*i+ 52’2 
such. that the corresponding homomorphism c: S(Q’r)l + F(Q’*)” satisfies 
t&j = bi (i = 1,2,3,4). The bijection 9, if it exists, is easily seen to be unique. 
z~ is evidently an equivalence r lation on d . Thus we are thinking of two solutions 
of(84) to bc; the same if they are identical except for the renaming of the letters. 
Similarly if 0 1 = (ul, u2), 8 2 = (vl, v2) E % then we define 8 1 s 8 2 if there exists 
a (necessarily) unique bijection 4: a81 -, a** such that the corresponding homo- 
morphism Cp: ‘Jr(n el l +y (SP*)l satisfies $(Ui) = Vi (i = 1,2). E is an equivalence ) 
relation on a. Choosing au to always be a finite subset of a fixed countably infinite 
set we can think of both d’ = 4/~ and %’ = 3 /z as sets. 
;’ A us call a homomorphism 9: 7(Q1) l+3: (n2)l proper if 1 4 ~(0~). We now 
look at variations of concepts in [3,16] restricted to our special situation. Let 
01 =(al,a2,a3,a& a2 = (bl,bz, b3, b4) E 6. We define cl < 02 (c-9 follows from al) 
if there exists a homomorphism cp: F(Vl)’ + F(SY’*)l such that q(ai) = bi 
(i = 1,2,3,4). We define u1 G a2 if cp above is proper. Thus <C<. < and S are both 
reflexive and transitive. Let uf , u2 E J. Then u1 < 02 G u1 if and only if al z 02. 
Thus < is a partial order on 6’. However < remains only a preorder even in 3’. Let 
u E 6’. T%n u is said to be principar if u1 E 8’, u1 < u implies u1 = u. Also o E 3 ’ 
is strMy principal if u is principal and for any u1 E J’, u1 < u implies u < 01. 
Similarly the concepts of ‘follows from’ (<), ‘properly follows from’ (Gj, being 
principal and strictly principal are defined & 9 and a’. For instance if 8 1 = (ur, up), 
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6, = (VI, ~2) E s then we define 8 1 G 8, (82 properly follows from 6,) if there 
exists a proper homomorphism 9 : Z?(Slel)l + ‘F(i2*2)’ such that q(Ui) = Ui (i = 1,2). 
In what follows, ‘Lentin’s theorem’ refers to j3; Theorem 1.3.161. There is some 
confusion in [3] regarding the use of G and <so that Ientin’s theorem is true with 
respect to G but false with respect to<. The situation is more or less remedied in 
[16]. Also, Professor Lentin has informed the author that the proof of this theorem 
given in [3] is incomplete but that it is easily completed. According to [ 161 every 
0 E 3 ’ follows from some (not necessarily unique) strictly principal uI E J ‘. More 
non-trivially, Lentin’s theorem implies that every u E 4’ properly follows from a 
unique principal u1 E ~5’. Lentin’s theorem can be used to show that if 
u = (a1,a2,a3,a4) E 3’ is principal then the greatest common divisor of 1 a1 1, Ia& 
Ia3 1 and Ia4 I is 1 (the converse is false). Let a E Cs’ be principal. Then since u is the 
solution of the equation (83) in five variables, [3] implies that I PI G 4. We can 
improve this bound to 3 and it is the best possible. Also if u E 4’ is principal and 
1 WI = 3, then u is strictly princinal. Also [ 3; Chapter 31 gives rise to an algorithm 
for computing the principal solution associated with any u E J ‘. For the convenience 
of the reader we illustrate this algorithm with an example. Let u = (a,b,c,d) E ~3 ’ 
where SP = {A,B} anda = AB3, t g (t!B)*, c = B*(AB)3, d = AB3AB. Then 
abed Ii dabbc 
d =ad, where dl = AB 
bead Ii d,abbc 
b=d,bl where bpAB 
blcadl Ii adlbldlblc 
a = blal where a! = B* 
we see that a = blal, b =d,b,, c =aldlbldl and d = blaldl. Introducing the 
letters Al, As, A3 corresponding to bl,al,dl respectively we let ti = (ul,u2,u3,u4) 
where u1 = AlA*, 2.9 = AsAl, ~3 = A2A3A1A3 and ti4 =AlA2A3.Then irE 3, 
u properly follows from ii (by sending Al to b,, A2 ’ a1 and A3 to dl) and ci is 
principal. 
Let yx 9(5+)’ + 7@Z-# b e aproper homomorphism anda,b,c E ?(a# 
such that a I. bc. Then ez 1. b if and only if tp(a) Ii cp(b); b ii a if and only if 
g(b) I cp(tt);’ a = b if and bnly if s(a) = cp(b). This can be used to give the main idea 
behind Lentin’s theorem restricted to our case. The process of [3] that we discussed 
above associates with each u E ~5’ some 6 in 3’ such that 6 G o. If al, a2 E J’ and 
u1 G o2 then the preceding remark can be used to show that h1 = 02. Hence ti is 
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principal for all u E d’; o = 6 if and only if u is principal. 
Let 9 E %‘. Then we can show that 8 follows from some strictly principal 
8, E %’ and properly follows from some principal 82 E s’. However now neither 
8, nor 8, need be unique. For instance in T(A,B, c), let 8, = (ABABA2B, ABA~BABA), 
82 = (AB, ABA), 8 3 = (ABCABCACABC, CABCACABCABCA), 0, = (ABC, CABCA). 
Then 6,,@2 are principal and 63,8, are strictly principal. Also 8i f (A ‘, A*). i = 1,2; 
$4 (A7,A8), j = 3,4. If 8 E 3’ is principal then Iti1 < 3. If 8 E ‘-2’ is prir.cipal 
and l@l = 3 then 8 is strictly principal. 
Definition. Let u = (al,a2,a3,aq) E 6’. 
(1) ‘1&o) = (adal,a2,a3,ad)a 
(2) 9@~) = (a19a2,a3,ala2a3a& 
(3) rl36-9 = (q ,a2a3a4al”2,a3,ala2a3a4)8 
(4) Let iEZ+, 114=‘1$? wherer14(0) =((ala$a3)ial’a2,a3adalasaS, 
(alaza3)iala2a3aq). 
Remark 5.7. Let uE J’ and tE (1,2,3,4). Then qt(u)E J’. Also, u is principal if 
and only if qt(u) is. 
Example 5.8. We now look at some examples of elements in J’. Let P= 9(A, B, C’). 
(I) 01 =(AB,A,BA,AB). 
(2) u2 = (A, B, AB2, AB). 
(3) a3 = ((AB)2BA, BAB, AB2, (AB)2BAB). 
(4) u4 = (AB, CA, BCAC, ABC). 
(5) Let i,j,k,EN, 05 =(~1,~2,~3,.~4) where 
x1 =l, 
x2 = (AB)i+jA, 
x3 = (BA)k(AB)i [(AB) i+kA(AB)i]‘, 
x4 = (As) k 
(6) Leti,j,k,I,n2,nENsuchthati-I=n-j=k-mandk<i.Welet 
06 =(X1,X2,X3,X4) where 
x1 = C(ABC’)r(BCA)m, 
x2 = (BCA) 'BC , 
x3 = (ABC)i(BCA) kB, 
x4 = C(ABC’)‘(BCA)m+nB. 
q,u2 and 03 are principal. u4 is strictly principal. u1 is not strictly principal since 
04 < al but 014 04. We do not know exactly when us is principal but certainly 
it is necessary that the greatest common divisor of 2i + 1, j and k is 1. Also we 
suspect that 06 is princi:jal whenever j and nz are relatively prime. Starting with 
these various prinzipql s - ‘utions in 5’ we can construct much more complicated 
newer ones through t(.a~ application of the various ‘It’s. 
Remark 5.9. Let u f 3 ‘. Then f(u) is principal implies u is principal. However, the 
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converse is not true. For instance in y(A, B) let 0 = (1, ABA, BA , AB). Then u is 
principal. However, f(o) is not principal since (AB,ABA) < f(u). Note that in this 
case fql(u) is principal. 
Let u E J’ and f(o) =(c+, w2). Suppose al, w2 G 9, o1 is primitive and 
I{(x,~#n,y e T1, xwly = &$I= 1. Then a is principal implies f(o) is principal. 
Thus we verify that in Example 5.8, f(u$ is principal for j = 1,2,3,4. 
Ideally we would like to find an “explicitly” given (in the sense of Lemma 1 .l (iii)) 
subset % of 6’ so that every u E cl’ follows from some solution in 3n. This, 
however, seems unlikely in light of Remark 5.7 and Example 5.8. 
6. Fae product of positive rationals 
Let i~ be a non-empty set. If A E a, a E Q’ write AQ for (A, a). Let FQ = 5?@) 
be the set of all non-empty finite sequences (called words) of the type c3 = Ayl...Azn 
where n E Z+, ~rl, . . . . an E Q’, A 1, . . . . A,,ERandAi#Ai+lfori,i+lE{l,..., 1~). 
We define e(w =nand(wI=arl+... +~n.Letol,w2E27Q.Supposewl=A~1...A~, 
9 =g@i s’ 1 ..* Bmm. Then we define 
AF... A, arn+plBk B&l . . . 2 m’ if A,=B, 
Pl Pm A;?.. AZB, . . . Bm , if A,fB,. 
?@) is a semigroup and is just the free product of 1 Cl\ disjoint copies of Q+ under 
addition (see for example [4; p. 411 I). Now, of course, expressions of the type 
Cd=ATl . . . A? (al , . . . . a,, E Q+; Al, . . . . A, E In) make sense ven when Ai = Ai+l 
for some i,i+l E (1, . . . . n). But note that if n = e(w) then Ai # Ai+l for any 
i, i+l E { 1, . . . . n}. Now 1 $ ‘TQ and we let w* = 1 for w E 9h. Also we let 
111 =e(l) =O. 
Let Y = {Al, . . . . A,,) be a finite non-empty set. Then C?, = Ca( I’) is the sub- 
semigroup of ,TQ( y) consisting of all words involving each Ai at least once 
l _ ( I I- ¶ l -.9 m). t.?&‘) is an ideal of ~@‘). If ol, o2 E Cq(Y), then ml -o2 in 
C,(Y) if and only if a1 -T~2 in cJ,(y). When we talk about 1, Ii, 1, for elements 
in c?@‘) we are talking about these relations in ?$I”) (equivalently 5$&R)l 
where Y C 52). Let a be a non-empty set. It follows by [8,1 l] that the connected 
components of ( F&&----) are exactly eq(Y) as Y ranges through all finite non- 
empty subsets of Sz. Let us also note that 7(52) is a subsemigroup of 7Q(52), and 
if In is finite then e(52) is a subsemigroup of C,(n). 
While most of Section 1 generalizes to FF& we only state what we need. 
Lemma6.1.(i)Letul,u~,u1,u~~FF~suchthatulu2=v~v2.~~en~ul~~~u~( 
ifand only if lu2\ < 12.421 if and only if t.q Ii q if and only if u2 1, u2. lull = lull 
ifandonlyiflu21=lv21ifandonlyiful=vl ifanJonlyifu2=v2. 
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(ii) Le,t ol, o7 E yQ such that wl+ 02. Then there exist j E Z+, u, v E 5$ 
such that 1~1, I&< I*)and wi =uwlv. Iffurthcr w&9 then there exist 
x,yE9’,kENsuchthat IxI,Iyl<(w21, xIfw2, yliw2andwl=xwkg* 
Defkition. Let cdl, w2 E FQ. 
(0 q “w2ifti1=ST,(t’2=TSforsomeS,TEyb. 
(2) til - o2 if o1 = (ST)‘, w 2 = (TS)/ for some S, TE Yb and i,j E Z+. 
Remark 6.2. Let Q be a non-empty set. Then 
(l) Let PE (1, Ii, I,, -, ~, -} and let GQ, w2 E Y&2). Then for any auto- 
morphism $ of TQ, 9 extends uniquely to an automorphism of 7&; ~1~02 if 
and only if $@&#(w2). 
(2) Let t E z+, Al, . . . . A, E S2, Cl, l ... et E Q+. If the +‘s are distinct then there 
exists an automorphism 9 of 9$s2) such that q(Ai) = A;’ (i = 1, . . . . t) and q(B) = B 
for all other BE St. If Y is any finite subset of 52 then 9 restricted to CQ(Y) is an 
automorphism of eQ( Y). 
(3) Let ti be a finite subset of ‘?$a). Then there exists an automorphism q of 
y,(a) of the type described in (2) such that cp(d) 29(a). 
Lemma 6.3. (i) Let p E { f, Ii, 1 f, 3, ---I. PIen for w1,w2 E 9, wlpw2 in F if 
and only if w1pw2 in 3;p. 
(ii) Let wl,w2 E 9& ?kn w1 E w2ifandonlyiflwll=lw21andwl+w2. 
(iii) Let w1,w2,w3 E YQ such that 61~ + w2 S w3. Then w1 + w3. 
(iv) Let wl, w2 E 9& Then w1 Ww2ifandonlyifwj+w2foralliEZf. 
(v) Die relations E and - are equivalence relations on TQ and E., 2 - E. -. 
(vi) Let wl, w2 E Yand p E ( E’, -1. Then wlpw2 in Sif and only if w1pw2 
in 9& 
(\;ii)Suppose w1,w2 E Y& wl ~w2andwl~w2.Thenwl~w20rw~~w~. 
Proof. (i) For p E { 1, Ii, 1,) the result follows by induction on 1021. Then the rest 
follows trivially. 
(ii) This follows by Lemma 6.1 (ii) similar to Lemma 9.4(i). 
(iii) Trivial. 
(iv) Suppose wi + 02 for all i E Z? There e*x.ists anautomorphism 9 of yQ 
such that q(wl j, cp(w2) E 9. Also for all i E Z+, opt + ~~(02) in TQ and hence 
in ?. By Lemma 1.4(v), Cp(wi) - cp(w2) in 9and hence in TQ. SO 01% ~2~ The 
converse istrivial. 
(v) Follows from (ii), (iii) and (iv). 
(vi) Follows from (i), (ii) (iv) and Lemma 1.4. 
(vii) Proof is similar to Lemma 1.4 (viii). 
Definition. Fm- (Y E Q we let 01’~ ay- denote the smallest integer > cx and the greatest 
integer < a, respectively. Let u E ‘3&Z) and n = e(w). Let w = A:’ eIe A: where 
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“1 , . . . . cy, EQf andAl, . . . . kq E Sk Then c3+ =A$ . ..A$ and 6 = A$.. A$. So 
ti+ E Y, L?‘- EC 
If G) E 5riJ it can happen that w- = 
G)+ = a- ::” “_,* 
1. If o E Cq then o+ E CQ. If u E c3 then 
Roof. Let TQ = 5gp), q =A?’ .. . A+? where n = e(w$. Let B E S2, fl E Q? Set 
~=wlB+fi. IfBfA+, then &=ofBP andu- =wiB@ . IfB=A, then 
w+ = ATr .., AyP) and a- = A:1 ... A?+@- . Since c!i < (ol, + 0)’ and c& G (ol, +p)- 
we see that in any case W: Ii ti+ and tip Ii CC. Now let v E 7& e(v) = m, 
v = Bf’ . . . Bim. Set Vi = BP1 . . . Bip’ (i = 1, . . . . III). Then by the above, 
ok ii (w1’1)+ Ii (w1v2)+ Ii l ” Ii (OI’m)+ =(wlu)+; 
01 Ii (CJlVl)- Ii 0.9 ii (WlVm)- = (Olv)-• 
Thus O; Ii (qv)+ and 01 Ii (olv)- for all v E 7b. Similarly W; I, (uw~)+ and 
Or I, (24tilj- for all u E 7h. Hence wi Li (qv)+ I, (~rqv)+ and 
oili(olv)-l,(~~lv)- forallu,vE9q.SowfI(uwl~)‘andwlI(uwlv)- 
for all U, v E F&. This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 6.5. There exists a function T : c3: + ‘3 such that r is identity on 9 and for 
allwE70, 7(C3)IW’andforalliEZ’, ? oi)+-+r(~).SOforallwl,w2E 5$, 
WI -o2 implies r(w&--r(w2). 
Roof. Let 9Q = Y,(a) and let o E 9& e(w) = n. Then there exist A,, . . . . A, E Ln, 
a1 , . . . . s EQ+ such that G) = ATl... AEn. If n = 1 we can let 7-(a) = e3+. So let n > 1. 
IfA, #Al then (oi)+ = (o+)l for all i E Z+ and we can let 7(c3) = o? So let 
An=Al.~bw(cul+ol,)+=~~t~~or~~t~~-l.Let~n=~~if(al+oc,)S=af+~~ 
and let 6, = a; -1 if(~~t~~~~)‘=Oit+~~-l.SoPnENandolf+p,=(arl+cY,)+. 
We let r(w) = A? . . . A,_, , %-i 4Pn. So r(w) I a+ and for all i E Z+, (ai)+ I TV+’ l n 
Next let wl, a2 E FQ such that q --ti2. So q I ai for some i E Z+. Hence 
r(q) I w; 1 (a:)+ + 7(m2). So r(q) -+ r(9). Similarly ~(9) -+ r(q ) and 
r(q) -7(02)* 
Theorem 6.6. (i) Suppose til, ~2 E Y and <vi> f=l a minimal sequence between til 
and ~2 in 7. Then <V,ji”,l is minimal in ?$ 
(ii) Let til,w2 E “a, ml-- +-w2. Let 4 be an automorphism of Cq such that 
‘p(Ol)9 Ip(w2) E e. Then cp(w1)-+~(02). If CUi>/!!l is any minimal sequence 
between cp(ol) and (p&z) in e therl (rp- ‘(V,),i”,l is a minimal sequence between 
o1 and ti2 in eQ. 
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Roof. (i) Let ( IQ$cl be a sequence between U~ and 02 in Y,. I3y Lemma 6.5, 
(@$))j& is a sequence between 7(q) and 7(&) in ?. Since c31s ~2 E ? we get 
01 = 7(&Q) and 7(w2) = Cd2. By minimality of CVi)$-- We get !‘Z \< Ip2. SO <UijEl iS 
minimal in ?” . 
(ii) By (i) <% )* i i=l is minimal in eQ. So (~-I@$)>/$ is minimal in C!Q. 
Remark 6.7. Iet c+, 9 E (2, w1 +w2. Then 19; Theorem 3.3, Theorem 4.4) 
tells us (at least heoretically) how to find all minimal sequences between w1 and 
w2 in C Thus : ‘: q9 a2 E Q, WI+--w2 then Remark 6.2 and Theorem 6.6 give 
us an algorithm for finding at least one minimal sequence between ~1 and w2 in 
eQU The problem of finding an algorithm for obtaining adescription of all minimal 
sequences between “i and w2 in eQ remains open. 
Lemma 6.8. Let q, w2 E Ef = e(a), q G 02~ q + ~9. Then ther’e xists 
VE eQ SUCK tha? til I v, til --V, a2 ++ Vandso thatforany uE@, u+ V 
impk’ies o + cl,,and w-Vimplies u---~31. 
Proof. 0I = W{, w2 = Wi for some i, j E Z+, some primitive WI, W2 E e. Since 
9 s ~2, we get #WI - W2 and by Lemma 4.4, WI E W2. Since ~1 s ~2 we get 
i=janddI = WI, 02= W$. Since u1 # ~2 we get WI f W 
1 
. So since 1 WI I= 1 W2 I
we get e( W1) > 2. Now W, = ST, W2 = T3 for some S, 7% c3: . Since WI # W2 we 
get S, TE 9. There are tlhree possible cases: (i) e(T) > 2, or (ii) e(S) 2 2, or 
(iii) S and T both consist of single but different letters. (ii) being dual to (i) we may 
assume that (i) or (iii) holds. In either case, if S starts with the letter A, then some 
letter other than A appears in r. So S = AL, T= M13Acy forsome A ,B E a, A # B, 
LMEP 5 9 a!ElN so .
ml = (ALMBA~)~; m2 = (ku~A@~L)j. 
Let e = $ and V = B’kawlAe. Then wlI V and G)~ - V. 
Now let CG E 9 such that GJ + V. rI.et V, = AT#~AQw, z V. So o + V,.. ‘l&k 
claim that u 1 VIA WE. So suppose not. Then o,/’ Vl. By Lemma 6.1 (ii) there e.tist 
x,yEYI, kENsuchthatm=xV:yandxIfVl, yli Vl.SincewE7weget 
AVFA,rw. Since A 1 i o1 we obtain that A2354 1 i ATA%, = VI which implies 
VlXw.Sok=Oandw=xy.Ifly(>JAEBE(thensinceysiV1andA’BEAliV1we 
obtain that AfBEAS 1. y for some 6 E Qt. So AEBCA6 1 c3 contradicting the fact 
that c3 E 5 Thus j&G IATI and y 1, ACE Sincex 1, VI we get c3 = xy I VpNE 
Thus for GZ E 9, ; -5 V implies o 1 VI AElF. But then by Lemma 6.4, 
o = CT I(VIAEBE)- = (AEIBEA*~,AfBE)- =Pq . 
So we have (since A%, -+ q) : 
(89) For o E 9, GJ + V implies t at olA%q and a+~+. 
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Now let 0 E Y, a--- 
Hence c3 
V. Then since o1 1 V we get o1 + CA Also by (89) ti -+ ml. 
-01. Finally we claim that w2 + I? For suppose ~4~ -+ V. Then by (89), 
02 I A%,. So there exist u, u E 9’ such that Uw2u = A%,. Hence 
u’(MBA”+l L)&J = Aa(ALMBA”)i. 
Thus 
(MBu) W{(uAL) = MBAa(ALMBA”)jAL = W$+' . 
Since W2 is primitive and MBu, uAL # 1 we get by Lemma 1.2(iv) that 
MBu, uAL E (( W$). So IMBu I, 1 uAL 12 I W2 I. This contradicts the abovcl. Hence 
w2 f+ Vand the lemma is proved. 
lkfinitian. Let 2 be a finite non-empty subset of ‘Q 
(1) e is a line if L? consists of distinct points ul, . . . . uy (t E Z’) such that if 
1 Gi<jGt,thenUi- I+ if and only if j = i + 1. If further ~1 + Ui for i # 1 and 
Ui + Z.Q for t # i then .@ is a *-line. 
(2) JZ is a union of lines if 2 is a disjoint union of non-empty subsets Pi 
o’= I, . . . . m) such that each Pj is a line and a E l$, b E L?,, j # k implies a +b. 
if further each Pj is a *line then we say P is a union of *-lines. 
(3) By a polygon Yin gQ we mean a set of n distinct points u 1, . . . , u, E FQ , 
n 2 3 such that up -u2-...--un- ul. 9 is irreducible if 1 < i < j < n and 
Ui-Ujimplyj=i+ 1,or i= 1 and j = n. By a polygon through A? we mean a 
polygon whose set of vertices contains 2. 
Lemma Q.9* Let &C_ C! be a line such that for all u,u E 2, u - v implies u E v. 
TRen L? C 2 Z CQ where P’ is a *-line such that for any w E C , u----w for all 
uEl?impliestb-+-wforaNu EP’. 
Proof. If IL71 = 1 then L? is a *4ne. So let IEI= n > 2. Then 2 = {2+---q----...--un}. 
Assume L? is not a *-line. By symmetry let u1 - u, for some 0 > 1. So u 1 -u, and 
it = 2. Hence u1 - u2. By hypothesis u1 = u2. By Lemma 6.8 there exists VI E CQ 
such that 
(90) q 1 VI 9 q-----VI, u2 * VI; for any w E e, w + VI implies 
w + q , and w-- VI implies w-ul. 
It follows that 2, = (Y1-~1-~2-...--~n} is a line. If VI h up for some 0 
then/3 = 1 and VI -IQ. Since ul =u2 we get VI - u2 implying VI---u2, a contra- 
diction. Now if u, + uY for 7 < n then Z1 is a *-line and we are done. So assume 
UT -u,forsome+.n.Thenu,----r~~.Hence~=n-1andu,__~~~,.By 
hypothesis u~_~ -= u,. i%y Lemma G.8 there exists V2 E C!, such that (90) holds 
with V, replaced by V’, u1 replaced by u, and u2 replaced by Un_1. We claim 
V2--#-- VI. For suppose V2- V, . Then since u, 1 Vz we get u, + VI. By (go), 
u, + u 1. Similarly U I + u, and u l-~n. But then n = 2 and by above u 2 + VI 
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contradicting (90). So Vz-/- c/l. It follows that A?’ = { VI-u1-...-un- Vz} 
is a line. If u6 - Ir, for some 6 then ug--- V2 and 6 = n. Hence ult - Vz. Since 
Un-l = u, we get u~__~ N V2 implying u,_ 1- V2, a contradiction. Hence e’ is a 
*-line. By (90) and the dual property for V2, we see that the lemma is proved. 
bmma 6.10. Let 2 5. eQ be a union oj’lines such that for u,u E 2, u -v implies 
u- = v. Then L3 c &’ c eQ such that .LJt is a *-line. 
Proof. First we show that 2 is contained in a union of *-lines. Let 2 be disjoint 
union of lines Pi (i = 1, . . . . m) such that a E Pi, b E Sj, i #i implies a+b. By 
Remark 6.2 there exists an automorphism rpof CQ such that %= q(.@) g e. Let 
q(.Qi) = %i. By Lemma 6.9 there exists a *-line 3n ; such that WI E 3tf i and 
C&e, o- u’ E 7IZ.i implies U- u for some u E \%,. Hence u+-v for any 
UE%;, wE3jei, i>l.Letl?i=~-l(cmi).S~PIEIC?i isa*-lineandvEPi, 
o E Pi, i > 1, implies o+v. Now by hypothesis for any U, v E 22, II m v implies 
U = u. SO we can repeat he process for 22 to obtain a *‘-line 2;. Continuing we 
obtain a union of *-lines Cn =Pi U . . . U 2; such that 2 c % . There exists an 
automorphism $ of CQ such that ?Zl = G(W) 2 e. Evidently Cn, is a union of 
*-lines. By Lemma 2.5, c?Z, E %’ E e such that 9i?’ is a *:-line. So 2 s @‘(c)z’) = 
,P’ C CQ and P’ is a *-line. This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 6.11. Let 9 be an irreducible n-gon in TQ, n 3 4. Suppose u, v E 3) and 
u * U. Then u + v. 
Proof. Suppose u - u. Then by Lemma 6.3 (vii), u 1 v or v 1 u. By symmetry let u 1 V. 
Since u - v we get u- u. Then since n 2 4 there must exist w E %uch that V----W, 
u-+-o. But u + w (since u 1 v) and w + u (since v b u). This contradiction proves 
the lemma. 
Theorem 6.12. Let 2 be a finite non-empty subset of eQ = CQ(A 1, . . . . A,), t 3 2. 
Then the folio wing are equivalent. 
(i) LJ is a union of lines and for any u, u E 2, u - v implies u E v. 
(ii) TIzere exists k E Z+ such that for ar1.r) 1E 2 13 k there exists an irreducible . +, 
I-go11 in Q through 2. 
(iii) There exists an irreducible n-gon through 2 for some n E Z+ such that n 3 4 
nndn>/121+1. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). By Lemma 6.10, 2s 2’ E eQ such that A?’ is a *-line. There exists 
an automorphism q of eQ such that 3n = ~(13 ) C C!. Evidently c)ltl is a *-line. By 
the proof of Theorem 2.6 there exists k E Z+ such that for each 13 k there exists an 
irreducible I-gon 3’ in e through 311. But then q-l(P) is an irreducible l-gon through 
Q in Q. 
(ii) * (iii) Obvious. 
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(iii) = (i). S’ mce l? is a proper subset of an irreducibie polygon, it must be a union 
of lines. The rest follows from Lemma 6.11. 
Remark 6.13. Let F;rR, R be the semigroups obtained by replacing Q+ by R+ in 
the definitions of 90 and eQ. Then Theorem 6.12 remains true for e&I 1, . . . . A,) 
where t 2 2. But the proof is more difficult. Let m1,w2 E eR, o+-w~. Does 
there exist an algorithm which explicitly gives at least one minimal sequence between 
w1 and q (Theorem 6.6 does this for eo). 
7. More on induced subgraphs 
In this section we show that any finite graph obtained by putting tl;sgether trees, 
polygons and complete graphs in certain trivial ways is contained rn rhe free semi- 
group. We first notice that Remark 6.2 implies the following. 
Ilreorem 7.1. The finite induced subgraphs of 9 are, within isomorphism. the same 
JS the finite induced subgraphs of YQ. 
Remark 7.2. We do not know whether Theorem 7.1 is true if Q is replaced by R. 
However, the counter-example of Section 4 can be shown to be nor: isomorphic to 
any induced subgraph of Y@) for any non-empty set a. 
Theorem 7.1. is false for infinite graphs as the following example shows. 
Example 7.3. In 9,,(,4 ,B) let w1 = A 2B, 02 = A 3B. For i E Z+ let Ui = A 2BA l+lii. 
‘Then Q+-u~ and wl--ui--ui---o2 for all i,j E Z? However, Example 3.5 
shows that the induced subgraph, {u,, 02) U {ui 1 i E Z’} is not contained in the 
free semigroup. 
MMion. (1) Let ~8 E F.. Then SQ is discrete if al, a2 E d , a1 - a2 implies 
9 = 9. 
(2) Let r be a finite graph. Then r is strongly contained in the .ree semigroup if 
r is connected and for any non-empty set a, any w E y(a) witk e(w) 2 2 and any 
Q E r there exists an ir:ection q: r + TQ(s2) such that 
(i) For all arl, 05 E r, arl -49 if and only if &q)----q(aZ), 
(ii) g(or) = G), 
(iii) w 1 t&3) for all fl E r, and 
(iv) g(r) is discrete. 
Lemma 7.4. Let ol, w2 E T(Q), B E S2. Suppose Bappears in o1 and o2 and it 
uppears the same number of times. Then c3 l - m2 implies ~3~ 3 ~32. 
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Proof. w1 = (ST)‘, o2 = (Ts)j for some i, j E Z+ and S, TE FF1. Let B appear k times 
in ST. Then B appears ki times in a1 and kj times in 02. So ki = kj > 0. Hence k > 0 
and i = j. Thus q f 02. 
Theorem 7.5. Let n E Z’. Then the complete graph with n elements is strongly con- 
tained in the free semisoup. 
Proof. Let w E Q(3), e(w) > 2. By Remark 4.2 there exists an autoinorphism 9 
of Q such that u = q(w) E 9(sZ) and e(u) > 2. Let u start withA E 62. Let u1 = u 
and Ui = uA1li (i = 2, . . . . n). Then u 1 Ui (i = 1, . . ., n) and Ui-Uj for i, j E { 1, . . . . n ). 
Let J/ be an automorphism of FQ given by $(A) = An! and $(C) = C for CE a, 
C#A.So~~=$(~i)E7andluil#lU~Ifori,jE{l,...,n}, i#j.Hencer.+fvjfor 
i,j E (1, . . . . n}, i #j. There exists B E a, B #A such that B appears in u. Then B 
occurs in u1 and B occurs the same number of times in each Ui (i = 1, . . . . n). By 
Lemma7.4, Ui~Uj(henceuicuj)fori,jECl ,,.., n}, i#j.So (uili= I ,..., n)is 
discrete. Hence ifai = Cp-‘(Ui) then {ai I i = 1, . . . . n ) is discrete, 0 = al I ai for all 
iE (1 , . . . . n} and ai-aj for all i, j E (1, . . . . n). By the symmetric nature of points 
in a complete graph, we are done. 
Theorem 7.6. Every polygon is strongly contained in the free semigroup. 
Proof. Let n E Z+, n 2 3. We are to show an n-gon is strongly contained in the free 
semigroup. If n = 3 we are done by Theorem 7.5. So let n >, 4. Let o E 3$?) with 
e(w) 2 2. Because of the symmetry of the points in an n-gon, we just have to 
produce a discrete, irreducible n-gon in YQ through c3 such that evqp w,.rrrj in the 
n-gon contains w as a segment. 
Sy Remark 6.2 there exists an automorphism rpof YQ such that ii = ++J) E 3(Q) 
and e(u) > 2. So u = V for some primitive V E 3, t E Z+. Since e(u) >, 2 we get 
1 VI > 1. Let V start with e E a. Then le I = 1. Hence E 4 ((I/ )jl. By Lemma 1.2(vii) 
we get 
(91) vev* v. 
Let J E Z+. -We claim that V 2i+4 +, V 2’e. For suppose V2i+4 -+ V2%. Then 
VeV+ V2’E and IV2’El + IVeVl G IV2i+41. By Lemma 1.3(vi), VeVI V2i+4 contra- 
dicting (9 1). So 
(92) V2i+4 * V2G for all j E Z+. 
Since I/*% - V2’eV2i we get by (92) 
(93) 
. . . . 
y2i+1+4 ++ V2/EV”‘, y2i+2 +, y2J&J, p-+2 * v2i+l, 
forall jEZ+. 
. . 
Now let ,r = t t 2 > 3. Let m =.Q - 4 E N and for i = 0, . . . . m let ui = V2”‘~V2r’z. _ . 
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We see by (9 I), (92) and (93) that the following is an irreducible polygon: 
v.---- V~r~-_UO__..,_-Um ___ y2’+“+&_ v/. 
Now u = I/‘, t 0. Hence u- V2’e and ~-V2r+m+4e. Also a1 E Q-_u~ 
implies I/----- U 1 l SO the following is an irreducible polygon: 
sp= (u- v2re--u*-...-u,,l- v2’+“+%-u). 
Also, since r 2 3 we have that for u1,u2 E. 5?, ul #tr2 implies lull # 1~~1. Hence 
~1 * ~2 for U~,Q E 3) with “1 # ~2. By Lemma 6.11, C?is discrete. Evidently 
IPI = m + 4 = n and u = Vf I u1 for all u1 E 7. Since c3 = cp-‘(u), p- ‘(9) is the 
required irreducible n-gon. 
Definition. (I). Let r be a graph and I’, , r2 induced subgraphs of IY Then 
r = rl > r2g) if rl n r2 = (E} and for CY~ E rl, a2 E r2, q-a2 if and only if 
“1 =a2 =f. 
(2) Let Al, A2 be disjoint graphs, Q E Al, /3 E A2. Then Al * A~(QI, P) = Al U A,. 
IfTl,T2EAi (i= 1 or 2) we define yI -72 if and only if yl--y2 in Ai. If 71 E Al 
and y2 E A2 then we define yl--yz-yl if and only if y1 = (Y and y2 =p. 
Theorem 7.7. (i) Let I’ be a finite graph such that K’ = rl 0 r2(g). Suppose that I’, 
and r2 are strongly contained in the free semigroup. Then I’ is strongly contained 
in the free semigroup. 
(ii) Let Al, A2 be disjoint finite graphs strongly contained in the free semigroup 
such that a E A1 and p E A,. Then A = A, * A2(a, p) is strongly contained in the 
free semigroup. 
Proof. (i) rl, r2 and hence I’ must be connected. Let a! E rl (the case Q! E r2 being 
dual). Let wE TQ, e(w) >, 2. Then there exists an injection 9: I’1 -+ 9~ such that 
for X, y E rl, x-y if and only if&)-&); cp(or) = ~3 Icp(P) for all P E rl; 
& = q(r) is discrete. Let u = p(E). Since rl is connected and e(w) 2 2 we get 
e(u) >, 2. Since SQ is discrete, Lemma 6.3 implies that there exists n E Zf such that 
un + u for all u E SQ with u # u. There exists an injection $ : r2 -+ 7~ such that for 
X, y E r?, x-y if and only if $(x)-$(y); $49 = un I G(r) for all Y E r2; 
‘Q3 = $(rz) is discrete. Let u1 E 94, u2 E’ 8, u1 # u. Since un * u1 and un 
get u2 * ~1. Hence 
I.9 we 
(94) u2+ul forall ulEd, u2ECB, ul#u. 
Also if u E ?8 then since un 1 u we see that un-u if and only if u- U. Let 
g, =~\{un).IfuECXJ1 thenu+un whichimpliesu+u.Hence dU q 1 is 
discrete.AlsoifuEgl thenwlulunlu.SocJluforalluE sQW&.Bytheabove 
discussion, SQ U F& is isomorphic to r with the isomorphism 8 given by O(r) = q(y) 
ifyEI’l,andB(Y)=$(@fT$I’l. 
(ii) Let I’ be the induced subgraph (cw, /3} of A. By Theorem 7.5, I? is strongly 
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contained in the free semigroup. Let A, be the induced subgraph Al U { /3}. Then by 
(i), A3 = II1 c P(a) is strongly containe din the free semigroup. Again by (i), 
A = AS” AZ(P) is strongly contained in the free semigroup. 
Corollary 7.8. Every finite tree is strongi’y contained in the free semigroup. 
Remark 7.9. It is not known to us whether every finite planar graph is contained in 
the free semigroup. Certainly not every connected planar graph is strongly contained 
in the free semigroup. In fact let r = {0,1,2,3,4) where for i,j E r we set i-j 
ifand only ifi =j or ii,jE (iO,l), 10,21, CO,3),(0,4),(1,2), I2,3), 13,4), 14,111. 
It can in fact be shown that r is not isomorphic to any induced subgraph of 
&$A ,B) containing AB at the center. On the other hand r is contained in the free 
semigroup. In fact in ?(A, B) let w. = ABA*& w1 = (M?)*A*B, “2 = (AB)*&U3)*A, 
u3 = ABA(AB)“A*B, w4 = ABA(AB)*A. Then it is readily verified that for i, j E I’, 
. f---j if and only if Wi-Uja 
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